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A comparative Study on Cyber Threat Intelligence:
The Security Incident Response Perspective

Daniel Schlette , Marco Caselli and Günther Pernul

Abstract—Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) is threat informa-
tion intended for security purposes. However, use for incident
response demands standardization. This study examines the
broader security incident response perspective. Introducing 18
core concepts, we assist efforts to establish and assess current
standardization approaches. We further provide the reader with
a detailed analysis of 6 incident response formats. While we
synthesize structural elements, we point to characteristics and
show format deficiencies. Also, we describe how core concepts
can be used to determine a suitable format for a given use case.
Our surveys’ findings indicate a consistent focus on incident
response actions within all formats. Besides, playbooks are
used to represent procedures. Different use cases suggest that
organizations can leverage and combine multiple formats. Finally,
we discuss open research challenges to fully realize incident
response potentials.

Index Terms—Cyber threat intelligence, incident response,
standardization, playbook format.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE COMPREHENSIVENESS of the Cyber Threat In-
telligence (CTI) paradigm makes it ideal for coping with

threats to information systems and information security. Com-
monly perceived as meaningful and actionable knowledge, CTI
is based on structured, evidence-centered threat information
[1], [2]. As such, threat intelligence is a central element to
inform decision-makers about the current security status of
their organization and to indicate necessary security measures.

Extensive research on CTI has defined its essential building
blocks to comprise the threat information itself [3], [4], data
formats [5], [6], [7], sharing and collaboration via dedicated
platforms [8], [9], [10] as well as incident response [11], [12],
all embraced by the topic of data quality [13], [14].

Starting with the underlying threat information, observable
artifacts, Indicators of Compromise (IoCs) or Tactics, Tech-
niques and Procedures (TTPs) form the content structured by
CTI formats. Most notably, malware hashes and malicious IP
addresses constitute CTI artifacts [15]. Indicated by recent
studies, organizations might extract artifacts from unstructured
data using mining techniques and analysis [16], [17], [18]. The
representation enforced by CTI frameworks, standards, and
other formats then supports various essential activities such as
information sharing (and receiving) and incident response. As
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these are, in many ways, crucial domains for organizations,
CTI sharing has been complemented with sharing platforms
and concepts [19]. The incident response domain covers
incident response processes and Courses of Action (CoAs) that
constitute countermeasures to cyber attacks. Related incident
reporting and early taxonomies [20] are also the historical
roots of CTI. Lastly, the effectiveness of CTI for defensive
purposes mandates data quality considerations due to the
severe consequences of low-quality CTI. This multitude of
facets makes up CTI and thus allows one to take on different
perspectives on the paradigm (see Figure 1). Today, the most
common CTI perspectives are on threat reporting, including
informative description of CTI artifacts (e.g., IoCs) extended
by attacker behavior (e.g., TTPs). In contrast, the perspective
of incident response with its main advantage – to outline how
to apply threat intelligence effectively – has not received a lot
of research attention.

Incident
response

perspective

Attacker behavior
perspective

CTI artifact
perspective

Threat report

Courses of Action

Tactics, Techniques,
Procedures

Indicators of
Compromise

Fig. 1. Cyber Threat Intelligence Perspectives

The situation is different when incident response is observed
as a standalone concept. Most definitions of incident response
approach the topic through its great practical relevance for
organizations and its process focus [21], [22]. Encapsulated
within incident response, information security incidents or
imminent threats demand a reaction of some sort by the
organization or individual under attack. This reaction is neces-
sary to assure the functioning and security of its information
systems. In this regard, ransomware that infected a customer
database or a targeted intrusion on a critical manufacturing
system endanger the business operations and can permanently
threaten security. Adequate incident response will select and
perform procedures to remove any malware, restore systems
to a normal state and take precautions for future incidents.
Blocking inbound network traffic or updating rules on attacker
behavior in cyber defense systems are example procedures.

Typically, incident response describes a process with several
phases. One of the most renown frameworks – the incident
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response life cycle by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) [23] – starts with a Preparation phase,
followed by Detection & Analysis, Containment, Eradication
& Recovery and concludes with Post-Incident Activity. It is
worth mentioning that between the four phases feedback loops
exist. Other incident handling process models (e.g., CERT/CC
[24], ITIL [25], [26], [27]) are in line with the NIST incident
response life cycle. Nevertheless, often incident response is
narrowed down to only the Containment, Eradication & Re-
covery activities, whereas incident management and incident
handling provide the larger reference framework [27], [21]. We
follow this more precise approach and center on the pivotal
activities of incident response.

An elementary subarea in conjunction with incident re-
sponse and its community is digital forensics. Digital forensics
concerns data gathering and the detailed analysis of circum-
stances surrounding a security incident [26]. Within the NIST
incident response life cycle, digital forensics mainly precedes
the incident response action itself and can be attributed to
Detection & Analysis. For our work, we separate between
digital forensics and incident response and exclude the former.
However, due to the nature of the analyzed data formats, there
is at times overlap concerning investigative incident response
activities. This situation leads to the focus of this survey
described in Figure 2. The starting point of incident response
and its standardization is hereby defined as trigger, alert, or
event detected by an Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Se-
curity Information and Event Management (SIEM), or similar
system, which then requires incident response actions. Also,
CTI feeds, and structured threat reports are possible external
starting points.

Preparation

Detection &

Analysis

Containment,
Eradication
& Recovery

Post-Incident
Activity

Fig. 2. Survey focus based on NIST Incident Response Life Cycle [23]

Beyond the structured process, incident response and its
actions are built on additional cornerstones. People, processes,
technology, governance, and compliance [28], [29] apply to
incident response and manifest in its organizational integra-
tion. Organizations define Computer Emergency Response
Teams (CERTs), Computer Security Incident Response Teams
(CSIRTs) or Security Operations Centers (SOCs) to address
operational security and incident response actions [30], [31].
Further, there is a data component relevant for incident re-
sponse procedures which includes threat intelligence and other
information from various sources [32]. As a result, incident
response links to CTI artifacts and is interwoven with the CTI
paradigm.

The necessity of incident response standardization is empha-
sized by the recent US Executive Order 14028 - Improving the
Nation’s Cybersecurity pointing to response playbooks [33].
Also, a major organizational security objective is swift reaction
upon incident detection. Recent developments show that there
is a community that pursues the move towards realizing this
objective through incident response automation via software

products and solutions [34]. Subsumed under the newly-coined
term of Security Orchestration, Automation and Response
(SOAR) a tremendous surge in vendors and products for CTI,
SOCs and CERTs can be observed [35]. We derive that
standardization and the inclusion of CTI artifacts are critical
enablers of incident response automation. In addition, early
work on incident response standardization and its connection
with CTI demands further attention. It is the currently missing
comprehensive coverage of countermeasure standardization in
academic literature [36] paired with standardization develop-
ments that guided us towards this survey on incident response
standardization.

This paper sheds light on existing standardization ap-
proaches for incident response and aims to pave the way
for further advances beyond the status quo. The incident
response perspective on CTI combines the inherent CTI focus
on structured data formats and the domain of incident response
with its active cyber defense. As the underlying standardization
of incident response has remained largely uncovered, we
contribute by identifying core concepts required for incident
response. These core concepts can be categorized and em-
phasize essential characteristics mandatory for standardization
approaches. Our contribution then extends to a comprehensive
and detailed analysis of 6 incident response formats. Precisely,
we analyze Collaborative Automated Course of Action Oper-
ations (CACAO) for Cyber Security [37], Collaborative Open
Playbook Standard (COPS) [38], Integrated Adaptive Cyber
Defense (IACD) Framework [39] as well as Open Command
and Control (OpenC2) [40], RE&CT Framework [41], and
Resilient Event Conditions Action System against Threats
(RECAST) Framework [42]. Beyond the analyzed formats, we
also document the larger product ecosystem.

Together with the description of the incident response
formats, we outline how the core concepts are addressed and
give a summary and recommendations for use. For further
guidance, we contribute a side-by-side comparison of incident
response formats and a format categorization. Any compar-
ative analysis must take into account the way these formats
will be used. For this purpose, our contribution to practical
application is to indicate core concepts required for 3 separate
use cases. More specifically, we show how the respective
core concepts can be helpful to determine the best suitable
incident response format for a given use case. The value of the
incident response perspective and our survey is thus embedded
largely in two parts – 1) theoretical basis (core concepts)
and 2) analysis (format characteristics). These two parts lay
the foundation for the many aspects of effective CTI use
and incident response. The analysis of format characteristics
reveals that playbooks and the structural concepts Workflow,
Actuator, Action, and Artifact are essential to organize incident
response, but their implementation varies.

The outline of this survey is as follows. In the next
section, we introduce essential data formats found in CTI
and present relevant background information, related work on
CTI format analysis and incident response leading to incident
response formats and the surrounding product ecosystem. In
Section III we derive and describe in-depth incident response
core concepts necessary for incident response format analysis
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categorized as either 1) general, 2) structural, 3) technological,
or 4) security concepts. Detailed description and analysis
of incident response formats based upon the identified core
concepts constitute Section IV. Relevant findings highlighting
various deficiencies and gaps in the incident response formats
are thereupon discussed in Section V. As the incident response
formats will eventually serve a particular use case, we discuss
in Section VI core concepts relevant for the use cases of au-
tomating, sharing, and reporting incident response capabilities.
Section VII concludes the paper.

II. CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE FORMATS

In this section, we introduce prevalent CTI formats. We
briefly discuss terminology and different CTI formats cat-
egorized according to characteristics of use. Related work
provides means of format analysis and indicates a research gap
with regard to incident response standardization. We, therefore,
emphasize incident response formats and related approaches.

A. Categorization

The term data format is used throughout this paper to refer
to logically and semantically structured data and information.
We acknowledge the differences between types of structured
information such as frameworks and serialization schemes as
granularity and technicality vary. The categorization approach
of CTI formats seen in Figure 3 highlights usage and includes
the high-level framework category aimed to fulfill security
guidance requirements. Next, dedicated CTI standards align
on a spectrum between representational and operational use.
While most CTI standards are ratified by standardization
bodies, the standards category also centers on the criteria of
comprehensiveness and data structuring. The more granular
data formats categorized as scoring systems and security enu-
merations contain fewer or more condensed information and
a simpler structure. With serialization schemes, the technical
basis of many higher-level formats is also part of the catego-
rization. It is worth noting that the categorization derived from
existing CTI formats, specification documents, and few related
approaches [5], [12], [43] might not apply to other domains.

Based on the extensive research and development conducted
on CTI formats, the following categorization includes an
overview of the most essential CTI formats. Additionally, basic
details of these formats are briefly summarized in Table I.

Data Formats

Frameworks
(e.g., ATT&CK) Standards

Scoring Systems
(e.g., CVSS)

Enumerations
(e.g., CVE)

Serializations
(e.g., JSON)

Representational
(e.g., STIX)

Operational
(e.g., TAXII)

Fig. 3. Categorization of Cyber Threat Intelligence Data Formats

1) Frameworks: The objective of CTI frameworks is to
provide an overview of specific threat characteristics. Most
frameworks include elements for chronological structuring
and are broad in scope. Organizations can extract relevant
knowledge from frameworks according to individual needs.

Two prominent frameworks in the field of CTI are the
Lockheed Martin Cyber Kill Chain [44] and the MITRE
ATT&CK framework [45]. Both aim to describe adversary
behavior in the various stages of an attack. From a cyber
defense perspective, frameworks can be leveraged to identify
gaps in an organization’s security posture and to build relevant
knowledge. TTPs represent one possible structuring level of
these data formats.

2) Standards: The objective of CTI standards is to provide
a comprehensive methodology to describe threats, attacks, and
security incidents in all their facets. Nevertheless, CTI stan-
dards can have specific focal points. Besides the representation
of security information, CTI standards can also be intended for
specific operational use cases.

Among the comprehensive and ratified CTI standards is the
Open Source Threat Intelligence Platform (MISP) format [8].
The MISP core format follows a flexible approach to CTI
description based on event, attribute and tag objects [46].
Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX) is another
established and widely used graph-based CTI standard [47].
In its newest version, STIX2.1, the format specifies multiple
STIX Domain Objects (SDOs) and STIX Cyber-observable
Objects (SCOs) available for connected CTI representation
[48]. Whereas STIX2.1 envisions coverage of incident re-
sponse elements in the form of Course of Action (CoA)
objects, these remain unspecified. For operational use, STIX is
accompanied by the Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator

TABLE I
ESSENTIAL CTI FORMATS

Category Format Inception Maintainer Alternative Formats

Frameworks
Lockhead Martin Cyber Kill Chain 2011 Lockhead Martin MITRE ATT&CK
MITRE ATT&CK 2013 MITRE Cyber Kill Chains

Open Source Threat Intelligence Platform (MISP) 2011 EU & CIRCL IODEF, VERIS, STIX
Standards Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX) 2012 OASIS CTI TC IODEF, VERIS, MISP

Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Information (TAXII) 2012 OASIS CTI TC Transportation methods

Scoring Systems Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) 2005 FIRST NCISS, CWSS

Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) 2007 NIST SWID, PURL, SPDX
Enumerations Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) 1999 MITRE OVAL

Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) 2008 MITRE CAPEC
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Information (TAXII) format [49]. TAXII supports CTI sharing
with its client-server model [50].

3) Scoring Systems: The objective of CTI scoring systems
is to provide an indicative metric for security implications
of the artifact under assessment. Scoring systems typically
include a formal component enabling the calculation of the
respective score. This precise quantitative expression can then
be used for organizational decision-making.

Scores adhering to the Common Vulnerability Scoring Sys-
tem (CVSS) range from value 0 to 10 and contain relevant
information about the characteristics and significance of a
given vulnerability [51].

4) Enumerations: The objective of security enumerations is
to provide unique identifiers (IDs) to specific security artifacts.
Most security enumerations are based on a clearly defined and
simplistic representation. A unique ID is hereby composed of
or supplemented by essential artifact characteristics.

For classes of IT assets, unique representation is often based
on the Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) [52]. Further,
vulnerabilities are addressed by the Common Vulnerabilities
and Exposures (CVE) enumeration [53]. A third essential
enumeration, the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE), is
focused on software flaws [54].

5) Serializations: The objective of serializations is to pro-
vide schemes for transferring and storing data in a byte stream.
In CTI, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) are widely used serializations.

B. Related Work

Threat intelligence formats have been thoroughly analyzed
and covered in multiple research publications as interest from
practitioners and researchers increased significantly in recent
years. Besides, several surveys emphasize the importance
of the underlying data formats used for representation and
CTI sharing. We, therefore, group relevant research into two
groups: 1) CTI format analyses and 2) surveys. The former
group covers related work on CTI formats with comparative
elements and in-depth format considerations. The latter group
provides the necessary positioning of CTI formats in the wider
context of CTI and incident response.

In chronological order of publication, CTI format analyses
include the early work by Fenz et al. [55] evaluating the
semantic potential of CTI formats, for instance, the Inci-
dent Object Description Exchange Format (IODEF). As an-
other starting point, Hernandez-Ardieta et al. [56] aggregate
additional CTI formats derived from the Making Security
Measurable MITRE project. Dandurand et al. [57] from the
European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) shed light
on the topic with an extensive yet not deep examination
of a multitude of CTI formats. Analysis and evaluation of
CTI formats are further pursued by Steinberger et al. [6].
Here, for the first time, numerous detailed evaluation crite-
ria are specified and applied to CTI formats. Based on a
model describing the various elements of CTI, Mavroeidis
and Bromander [12] conduct a detailed structural evaluation
of CTI formats. The components for structural evaluation
include attack countermeasures intended for incident response

and represented by a CoA element. As the evaluation reveals,
only a few CTI formats (e.g., STIX) even consider incident
response. A detailed comparative analysis of more recent CTI
formats by Menges and Pernul [7] combines and extends
existing evaluation criteria. The authors enhance previous
CTI comparisons by emphasizing strengths, weaknesses, and
structure as well as use cases for CTI formats [58]. Other
current works reproduce CTI format analysis with similar
evaluation criteria and results [59], [60] or extend research to
the evaluation of CTI sharing platforms. In this respect, Bauer
et al. [61] identified the necessity of CTI standardization for
information description and CTI sharing use cases within their
non-functional platform criteria.

Influential surveys on CTI and incident response include,
above all, research of Skopik et al. [11] on the CTI ecosystem
at large. Thereby data formats and standardization form one
dimension as the authors focus on a comprehensive set of
dimensions of security information sharing and incident re-
sponse. In the same direction, the survey of Wagner et al. [62]
aggregates existing knowledge on CTI sharing. While outlin-
ing sharing elements, data formats are considered beneficial for
efficient knowledge dissemination and incident response. Ab
Rahman and Choo [21] investigate different incident response
process models. Their work provides a basis for understanding
incident response and also contains response strategy types.
Finally, Nespoli et al. [36] derive a framework for optimal
countermeasures selection against cyber attacks. The frame-
work includes atomic countermeasure options and actions for
which the authors identify a lack of standard representation. It
can be observed that established CTI models and data formats
partially foresee incident response. However, in contrast to
this paper, no comprehensive analysis of incident response
standardization has been conducted. Therefore we build on
related work of existing and well-researched CTI formats to
analyze incident response formats in-depth.

C. Incident Response Formats

Incident response formats exist but have yet to evolve
and receive further attention. Whereas other formats have
gradually become part of comprehensive CTI standards, the
few incident response formats remained separate. However,
recent developments concerning incident response formats
and related Security Orchestration, Automation and Response
(SOAR) products indicate growing maturity.

In the following, we focus on specific incident response
data formats. These formats are part of a larger surrounding
ecosystem of incident response displayed in Table II. For com-
pleteness, we also list and briefly describe general utility data
formats, digital forensics formats, and SOAR products (see
Section IV-G). However, we refrain from detailed analysis due
to data availability (SOAR products), focus (digital forensics),
and expediency (general utility). For instance, SOAR products
include proprietary characteristics which hinder assessment.
Digital forensic formats are related but not at the center of
incident response. Thus, despite their partial relevance, we
provide detailed analyses for six incident response formats
only.
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TABLE II
INCIDENT RESPONSE FORMATS AND PRODUCTS

Category Format / Name Source Inception Maintainer / Vendor Serialization License Analysis

Ansible [63] 2012 Red Hat YAML GPLv3.0 ×
BPMN2.0 [64] 2001 OMG XML OMG License ×

General Utility
OpenDXL [65] 2016 McAfee JSON Apache 2.0 ×
ROLIE [66] 2012 IETF XML IETF License ×

Digital Forensics
AFF4 [67] 2009 Individual Turtle GPLv1.3 ×
DFXML [68] 2012 NIST XML CC0 1.0 / LGPL ×
CACAO [37] 2017 OASIS JSON OASIS Open X

COPS [38] 2016 DEMISTO YAML MIT X

Incident Response
IACD [39] 2014 DHS / NSA / JHU XML CC BY 4.0 X

OPENC2 [40] 2015 OASIS JSON OASIS Open X

RE&CT [41] 2019 ATC Project YAML Apache 2.0 X

RECAST [42] 2018 MITRE N/A N/A X

ArcSight SOAR [69] 2017 Micro Focus N/A Proprietary ×
Ayehu NG [70] 2007 Ayehu N/A Proprietary ×
Cortex XSOAR [71] 2015 Palo Alto Networks N/A Proprietary ×
D3 SOAR [72] 2004 D3 Security N/A Proprietary ×
Dragos Platform [73] 2016 Dragos N/A Proprietary ×
EclecticIQ [74] 2014 EclecticIQ N/A Proprietary ×
FortiSOAR [75] 2011 Fortinet N/A Proprietary ×
Helix [76] 2017 FireEye N/A Proprietary ×
IncMan SOAR [77] 2013 DFLabs N/A Proprietary ×
InsightConnect [78] 2017 Rapid7 N/A Proprietary ×
ONAP [79] 2017 The Linux Foundation N/A Apache 2.0 ×
Playbook Viewer [80] 2017 Unit 42 JSON MIT ×
Resilient [81] 2010 IBM Security N/A Proprietary ×
Resolve [82] 2014 Resolve N/A Proprietary ×

SOAR Product
Security Operations [83] 2014 ServiceNow N/A Proprietary ×
Shuffle [84] 2019 Individual N/A MIT & AGPLv3.0 ×
Siemplify [85] 2015 Siemplify N/A Proprietary ×
SOAR+ [86] 2016 LogicHub N/A Proprietary ×
SOCAutomation [87] 2005 Honeycomb N/A Proprietary ×
Splunk Phantom [88] 2014 Splunk N/A Proprietary ×
Swimlane SOAR [89] 2014 Swimlane N/A Proprietary ×
TheHive & Cortex [90] 2014 TheHive Project JSON AGPLv3.0 ×
ThreatConnect SOAR [91] 2011 ThreatConnect N/A Proprietary ×
ThreatStream [92] 2013 Anomali N/A Proprietary ×
ThreatQ [93] 2013 ThreatQuotient N/A Proprietary ×
Tines [94] 2018 Tines N/A Proprietary ×
Virtual Cyber Fusion [95] 2018 Cyware N/A Proprietary ×
WALKOFF [96] 2016 NSA Cybersecurity JSON CC0 1.0 ×

Following the inception of the Integrated Adaptive Cyber
Defense (IACD) Framework [39] in 2014, subsequently, the
formats Open Command and Control (OpenC2) [40], Col-
laborative Open Playbook Standard (COPS) [38], Collabo-
rative Automated Course of Action Operations (CACAO) for
Cyber Security [37], Resilient Event Conditions Action Sys-
tem against Threats (RECAST) Framework [42] and RE&CT
Framework [41] have been introduced (see Figure 4).

III. INCIDENT RESPONSE CORE CONCEPTS

Based on our initial analysis of incident response, we
identified relevant concepts. These core incident response con-
cepts allow for classification and comparison of the individual

2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

IA
CD

Ope
nC

2

COPS
CACAO

RECAST

RE&CT

Fig. 4. Timeline of Incident Response Formats (first mention)

formats and are first briefly introduced. In Table III we list
concept categories, core concepts, and derived capabilities
that are supported by the respective concept. Derived capa-
bilities are intended to illustrate additional user requirements
associated with the core concepts. For the core concepts,
previous analyses of data formats in CTI arrived at slightly
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different comparison criteria [7], [6], [55]. We put stronger
emphasis on conceptual elements with our approach while
still subsuming existing criteria within defined core concepts.
Wherever possible, we incorporated definitions and naming
conventions of established concepts. However, aggregation
of concepts and incident response specifics demands new
concepts and new concept names. We chose core concepts
to represent distinct areas of incident response, yet at times,
core concepts can overlap.

TABLE III
INCIDENT RESPONSE CONCEPTS AND DERIVED CAPABILITIES

Category Core Concept Derived Capabilities

General

Aggregability Information Sharing, Semantics

Categorization Comprehensibility, Delimitation

Granularity Structuring

Versioning Data Quality, Maintenance

Referencing Usability, Separation

Extensibility Customization, Sustainability

Readability Comprehensibility, Interpretability

Unambiguous
Semantics

Clarity, Interorganizational Under-
standing and Application

Structural

Workflow Sequencing, Operations

Actuator Actionability

Action Atomicity

Artifact CTI Integration

Technological

Community Usability, Acceptance, Maintenance

Application Technical Integration, Interoperability

Serialization Data Storage, Data Transfer

Security

Confidentiality Information Sharing, Operations

Authorization Misuse Prevention, Operations

Prioritization Information Importance, Operations

In the following, the categorized core concepts are described
in detail. We first provide a brief description of each concept
in Table IV and highlight examples of implementation in
incident response formats. Besides, we indicate whether or
not a concept is present in encompassing CTI. As incident
response is part of CTI, a multitude of concepts is inherited.
With regard to specific structural concepts, the ones found
in incident response differ primarily in the level of detail
compared to CTI. These structural concepts, as well as the
concept of authorization, are marked accordingly. Hereinafter,
we focus on a deeper understanding of each concept before
we later analyze incident response formats.

A. General Concepts

We identified a group of general concepts related to incident
response standardization. These general concepts consider
incident response information itself and the structured repre-
sentation of this information in incident response formats. We
mention the typical representing artifact in incident response
for each general concept (e.g., playbooks enabling aggregabil-
ity).

TABLE IV
INCIDENT RESPONSE CORE CONCEPTS DESCRIPTION

Core Concept Description Example(s) CTI

Aggregability Grouping of related
incident response
elements

playbook X

Categorization Distinguishable
objectives of incident
response

stage, playbook
type

X

Granularity Different levels of
incident response
information

workflow,
workflow step,
command, action

X

Versioning Documenting incident
response information
updates or revocations

metadata, change
mechanism

X

Referencing Referral to incident
response elements with
(unique) IDs

uuid, enumeration X

Extensibility Provision of additional
incident response
information

open vocabulary,
external source

X

Readability Legibility of incident
response information

human, machine X

Unambiguous
Semantics

Distinct meaning of
different incident
response elements

component
definition,
instantiation

X

Workflow Procedural ordering of
incident response actions

instruction list,
process

×

Actuator Subject executing an
incident response action

system, human
expert, field

×

Action Executable element of
incident response

item, command ×

Artifact Object of incident
response action

variable, target,
CTI element

×

Community Supporting elements of
incident response
standardization

Github repository,
documentation,
collaboration

X

Application Technological
dependencies of incident
response standardization

proxy layer, direct
conversion

X

Serialization Encoding of incident
response information

JSON, XML,
YAML

X

Confidentiality Sensitivity aspects of
incident response
information

data marking,
privacy

X

Authorization Control measures of
incident response
procedures

ownership,
sandboxing,
impact

×

Prioritization Urgency expression of
incident response actions

scoring, severity X

X CTI origin × not in CTI

1) Aggregability (Playbook): A key concept of incident
response standardization is the ability to group or bundle
elements on various levels. Aggregability, in general, implies
different forms of semantic or logical aggregation and supports
information sharing. Inspired by traditional CTI and threat re-
ports, playbooks represent the concept of aggregability within
incident response [97]. These high-level constructs allow their
creators to bundle incident response information subjectively.
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Parallels of playbooks are not only found in the STIX2.1
CTI format (i.e., report object) but also reflect software
development (e.g., libraries, modules, and classes). As in-
cident response standardization aims to capture previously
unspecified incident response concepts, it is reasonable to
include playbooks in designated data formats. Playbooks allow
to define, reuse and archive incident response processes and
information adapted to a specific context. The characteristic of
playbooks within incident response to also contain structural
elements that impose the ordering of actions is later covered
in the workflow concept (see Section III-B9) [98].

2) Categorization (Objective): Incident response tasks can
fulfill different objectives. There are four overarching cate-
gories – investigation, mitigation, remediation, and prevention
– which represent aims of incident response actions derived
from incident handling recommendations [23]. Thus, cate-
gorization builds a core concept of incident response stan-
dardization as it supports comprehensibility via more precise
definitions and delimitation of actions. The naming of the
categories intuitively indicates the following definitions:
• Investigation – Actions that gather essential information

and mainly answer the questions "What has happened to
an IT-System?" and "How has it happened?".

• Mitigation – Actions that respond to information secu-
rity incidents or other existing problems and reduce the
negative impact and follow-up problems of such events.

• Remediation – Actions that ultimately fix a problem or
eradicate existing flaws and return impacted systems to a
clean state.

• Prevention – Actions that help to avoid unwanted events
to occur and serve as defensive measures.

The definitions of these objectives, however, are not without
overlap and should only provide some guidance. Formats may
choose a different categorization or introduce categories before
or more granular than those described above (e.g., detection
or lessons learned). The detection of security incidents, in
particular, is a task regularly conducted by SOC personnel and
thus arguably not genuine to incident response standardization
and its formats.

3) Granularity (Technical and non-technical information):
Incident response standardization bridges the gap between
CTI and its use for countermeasures. CTI features different
levels of information. It describes both low-level observable
objects (e.g., hash values, IP addresses) and other IoCs as
well as attribution elements and attack patterns. Incident
response standardization likewise makes use of the granularity
concept to structure information. Here, the information levels
allow top-down or bottom-up approaches based on overall
directives for incident response processes or use of technical
CTI in specific commands and actions. As a consequence,
different recipients can receive incident response information
configured to their needs.

4) Versioning (Metadata): Similar to comprehensive CTI
standards, processes and changes to information play a role
in incident response standardization and support data quality.
Incident response information is generated, applied, modified,
and eventually revoked. Revocation constitutes a crucial com-
ponent of the incident response information life cycle as it

implies a final and definite form of representing information.
Versioning considers the different possible life cycle stages
and is integrated into incident response formats via metadata.
As a result, attributes capture information life cycle stages
through the use of timestamps. Mechanisms to test, modify
and maintain information (e.g., merging data from different
sources) embed the continuous vetting process of relevant
information into incident response formats. The rules on how
to proceed with versioning depend on the criteria specified by
each format. The main aspect is how to cope with extensions
by either generating a new object or modifying an existing
one.

5) Referencing (Identifier): Referencing builds another cru-
cial concept of incident response standardization. First of
all, it supports usability and the separation of procedural
and technical elements. In CTI standards (e.g., STIX2.1), the
concept of referencing is implemented with unique identifiers,
enumerations (i.e., naming conventions), or open vocabularies
(i.e., lists of values for specific properties). Incident response
formats also employ these concepts. Internal referencing in
incident response standardization allows reusing processes,
objects, and standardized representations based on their iden-
tifiers or naming convention. However, also external object
referencing can be found. External referencing integrates
incident response standardization in the comprehensive CTI
environment and supports leveraging existing information and
standards without reimplementing or redefining them. Thus,
a layered approach with self-contained, reusable elements on
lower levels becomes possible.

6) Extensibility (Open Vocabulary): The concept of exten-
sibility goes beyond referencing and introduces mechanisms
for new context-based or user-based definitions and objects.
Extensibility supports the customization of an incident re-
sponse format and its sustainability as requirements change
over time. In this regard, changes in the encompassing CTI
ecosystem might trigger necessary adaptations. Open vocabu-
laries are a common implementation of the extensibility con-
cept as users can provide additional information for elements
of their choice. Besides open vocabularies, external sources
are integrated into incident response formats. For example,
a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) can point to relevant
external information on the internet. Due to the broader scope
of CTI, its formats also allow the introduction of entirely
new structural elements (e.g., STIX Domain Objects). Incident
response formats might incorporate similar mechanisms.

7) Readability (Human/Machine): Readability is targeted
at humans or machines and constitutes an essential con-
cept of incident response standardization. Automation aspects
of incident response directly pertain to machine readability,
whereas organizational aspects put focus on readability by
human decision-makers. Therefore, either humans or machines
must be able to read incident response information structured
according to a given incident response format. The concept of
readability supports the comprehensibility and interpretability
of incident response information. To conduct incident response
effectively, readability is an integral part. In incident response
formats it is largely influenced by serialization schemes and
other forms of representation such as markup languages.
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8) Unambiguous Semantics (Definition): Data formats pro-
vide a structured framework to express semantics. The concept
of unambiguous semantics comprises elements of incident
response standardization that foster clarity and avoid am-
biguities. While difficult to assess, unambiguous semantics
support the inter-organizational understanding and application
of the information contained in an incident response format.
Ambiguities in incident response formats concern structural
concepts and object definitions. For instance, the target object
found in different formats has various meanings and thus
demands a semantic analysis and definition.

B. Structural Concepts

Incident response standardization is founded on structural
concepts. Figure 5 depicts four identified structural concepts
and their logical relations. In essence, a workflow is used to
contain actuators, actions, and artifacts of incident response.

Actuator Action Artifact

Workflow

Fig. 5. Structural Incident Response Concepts

9) Workflow: The term incident response implies that there
is an reaction of some sort to an event. This reaction is
represented and organized by the workflow concept and in
most cases based on three structural elements of incident
response. On an abstract level each workflow consist of a
subject, a verb and an object. In the context of incident
response this 3-tuple can be specified as an actuator perform-
ing an action on a given artifact. A workflow then captures
multiple sequential or parallel aligned 3-tuples that form the
incident response procedure. Within a workflow, individual
elements are ordered and aligned based on either logical or
temporal conditions. In contrast to the procedural life cycle
information included in the versioning concept, the work-
flow concept addresses sequencing of multiple actions and
supports operations. Workflows therefore share characteristics
with algorithms and instruction sets. Incident response formats
implement the workflow concept differently, introduce their
own naming conventions and combine or omit some of its
elements. In general, the more incident response formats focus
on precise actions the less attention is paid to the workflow
concept.

10) Actuator: For each incident response there is an entity
that executes the process step, which we refer to as Actuator.
Incident response information is always directed at a specific
actuator to act upon the information. If there is no actuator,
countermeasures to security incidents and attacks cannot be
effectively processed and executed. Hence, the actuator con-
stitutes another essential concept of incident response and
supports actionability of incident response information con-
tained within CTI. Information systems are common actuators
and incident response standardization is closely related to the
use of defensive technologies and tools. Nevertheless, incident

response standardization adheres to the well-known informa-
tion security paradigm also incorporating people and processes
which are manual actuators. For instance, responsibilities and
organizational attack countermeasures are best performed by
security experts or certain roles.

11) Action: Actions define precise incident response mea-
sures and are technical or non-technical depending on the
associated actuator. The concept of actions in incident response
standardization aims to achieve atomicity. Therefore, actions
have a clear scope. Additionally, incident response formats
relate relevant execution information with the action concept.
Here, timing arguments and executable commands are promi-
nent examples.

12) Artifact: Artifacts represent the objects of incident
response actions. The structural artifact concept fosters the
integration of CTI in incident response standardization. In
particular low-level observables (e.g., domain names or IP ad-
dresses) serve as artifacts. However, not all incident response
formats separate actuators, actions and artifacts. It can thus be
observed that some of the structural concepts (e.g., action and
artifact) are indistinguishably merged together.

C. Technological Concepts

Technological concepts foster the maturity of incident re-
sponse and help format use. Similar to CTI, we identify
the concept of community with elements supporting incident
response standardization in general and a given format in
particular as relevant. A stronger focus on applying incident
response information compared to describing and sharing CTI
leads us to introduce a technical oriented concept of applica-
tion. Finally, serialization is omnipresent when analyzing data
formats and is thus included for incident response formats.

13) Community: The community concept is a necessary
element of incident response formats to reach acceptance
and widespread use. Supporting aspects of incident response
standardization and its technological foundations are therein
comprised. The community concepts covers the mutual devel-
opment and collaboration on incident response formats and
supports usability. Detailed documentation, best practices and
openly accessible knowledge repositories are cornerstones of
any practical application of incident response formats and
technologies. With licensing terms and maintenance efforts
the community concept further addresses legal concerns and
continuous suitability of implementation.

14) Application: Incident response and its standardization
concern the application of relevant incident response informa-
tion. The act of using incident response information involves
applications, tools and systems already in use. Based on
the concepts of actuator (Section III-B10), action (Section
III-B11) and artifact (Section III-B12) the application concept
in incident response supports technical integration, interop-
erability and addresses external dependencies. Depending on
the structuring data format and accompanying mechanisms,
incident response application is performed directly or indi-
rectly. Direct use of incident response information demands a
direct conversion of a given, technology agnostic, data format
to actuator or device specific protocols and connectors. As
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an example, incident response formats and frameworks may
already provide their data in multiple vendor specific formats
and thus incorporate external dependencies to SIEM systems.
The indirect approach makes use of a proxy layer handling
integration with technologies and tools. This proxy layer
receives incident response data and then performs appropriate
conversion and transfer to actuators.

15) Serialization: Serialization incorporates elements of
data encoding in incident response standardization. This is
necessary to support data storage as well as exchange and
transfer of information via networks. Whereas serialization
is oftentimes a mandatory part of incident response format
implementation, the specification of the formats is independent
of serialization. Human-readability and machine-readability
are two aspects in close relation with the chosen serializa-
tion schema as serialization influences legibility. Incident re-
sponse formats mostly use JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)1

and YAML Ain’t Markup Language (YAML)2 serialization
schemes.

D. Security Concepts

Security concepts further define incident response. Here,
security concepts target the incident response information
being presented. We identify confidentiality as an important
security concept due to implications resulting from access
to incident response information. It is worth mentioning that
beyond formats, the topic of privacy is crucial for incident
response. However, as privacy is a highly organization-specific
and use case-centric topic it is not directly present in in-
cident response formats. Therefore, confidentiality captures
any generic privacy aspects. Additionally, incident response
information is about organizations using it. The concepts of
authorization and prioritization are thus two relevant security
concepts.

16) Confidentiality: Incident response information is often
sensitive as it pertains to countermeasure specifics, processes
and security incidents. Sharing and using this information
internally or externally demands measures captured by the
confidentiality concept. Confidential incident response infor-
mation must be clearly marked and handled appropriately.
Without adequate confidentiality inter-organizational use of
incident response formats is not warranted. Therefore, the
confidentiality concept supports operations and the acceptance
of incident response standardization in the first place. Confi-
dentiality measures included in incident response formats are
data markings that allow to define levels of confidentiality.
A common example is the use of the Traffic Light Protocol
(TLP) indication.

17) Authorization: Incident response standardization use
cases (e.g., automation) can have security implications. The
concept of authorization describes approval mechanisms in
incident response formats. Various authorization measures
support the prevention of intentional or unintentional misuse
of incident response information. For instance, it is advisable
for organizations to document the potential impact of incident

1https://www.json.org
2https://yaml.org/spec/1.2/spec.html

response procedures. In addition, assigning responsibilities and
considering further pitfalls of incident response actions can
help to limit the attack surface. Hence, incident response for-
mats can provide specific properties and integrate information
for authorization.

18) Prioritization: Not all incident response information
must be treated equal. As there are severe and less severe
security incidents the prioritization concept is relevant for
incident response formats [99]. In general, prioritization ex-
presses the urgency of incident response execution relative
to other incident response procedures. Prioritization supports
the information importance and operations related to incident
response. Within incident response formats, prioritization is
mostly realized with indicating severity.

IV. INCIDENT RESPONSE FORMAT ANALYSIS

Our approach to analysis of incident response formats is
split in two parts. First, we provide a detailed and systematic
overview of each analyzed format according to the character-
istics in Table V. This overview contains basic information
about the incident response format, information about its aims
and a rough statistical estimate of publications as well as latest
developments.

TABLE V
INCIDENT RESPONSE FORMAT ANALYSIS APPROACH

Category Description Level

Name Descriptive term
Abbreviation Descriptive, short identifier
Main objective Distilled overall objective
Inception Year of first publication BasicsMaintainer Organization in charge of development
Standardization Standardization body (aimed for)
License Intellectual property rights
Serialization Technical implementation procedure

Objective details 1-3 objective descriptions Aims

Academic literature Research papers & books
Gray literature Additional documents & white papers Stats
Latest developments Meetings, publications & visibility

The second part is centered on a thorough analysis of
each format according to the core incident response concepts
established earlier (see Section III). This conceptual analysis
is intended to highlight specifics of each incident response
format and serves as a basis for comparison. We conducted
the analysis in late 2020 and early 2021 reflecting the current
state of incident response formats at that time.

A. Collaborative Automated Course of Action Operations
(CACAO) for Cyber Security

Version: CACAO Security Playbooks Version 1.0 – Com-
mittee Specification 01 [37]

Basics: Generic incident response automation via structured
playbooks is the objective of the Collaborative Automated
Course of Action Operations (CACAO) for Cyber Security
data format. First initiated as Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) draft in 2017 CACAO is currently maintained by
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the nonprofit Organization for the Advancement of Struc-
tured Information Standards (OASIS). A dedicated technical
committee pursues and oversees the development towards an
original standard under permissive Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) policy by OASIS. Eventually, ratification will include
OASIS and other potential standardization bodies while CA-
CAO envisions a JSON serialization.

Aims: CACAO describes a first attempt to advance and
standardize actions taken in the context of threat intelligence
and incident response. While still in early stages CACAO must
be seen as a proposal towards a more precise but necessary
structured definition of countermeasures. Further objectives
of CACAO are automation and cross-technology as well as
interorganizational operation. This includes to formalize both
data format and data sharing of the CoA concept immanent
to CTI. Special focus of CACAO is on security playbooks
containing procedural logic and multiple actions.

Statistics: As of January 2021 CACAO matured from draft
status to the current specification which serves as point of
reference for the format [37]. Information about CACAO can
refer to few additional sources.
• Academic literature on CACAO is almost not existent.

For CACAO and the following analyzed formats we
conducted a key word search in common academic litera-
ture databases (e.g., ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore,
SpringerLink, DBLP, etc.) including forward and back-
ward search. A single paper published in the proceed-
ings of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
Kaleidoscope conference very briefly describes CACAO
and its envisioned position within CTI automation [100].
For completeness, a newly published book on internet
standards covers OASIS and thereby lists among its many
other standards CACAO [101].

• Gray literature on CACAO includes the original IETF
Internet-Draft charter and introduction3. Besides, there
is an OASIS working document, the approved Security
Playbook Requirements [102], outlining standard require-
ments.

• Latest developments around CACAO included the
progress towards the completion of the working draft.
The current state of CACAO can be retrieved from the
technical committee4. The ratification by this OASIS
committee and publication of the specification achieved
in January 2021 constitute an important milestone.

General Concepts: The CACAO format covers previously
introduced core concepts of incident response standardization
to varying extent. Above all, playbooks, workflow steps, com-
mands, targets, extensions and data markings represent object
classes in CACAO to realize automated incident response.
These structural elements are complemented by supporting
concepts necessary for adequate standardization.

The Aggregability concept in CACAO is based on play-
books. These playbooks either contain precise and ready-to-
use information or represent template documents to inform
about exemplary actions related to security incidents. The

3https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/cacao/about/
4https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=cacao

CACAO specification mentions events that trigger playbooks
but does not implement a specific property.

Within CACAO Categorization is defined as part of its
terminology and also included as playbook type enumeration.
Playbook objects must implement a type attribute using a pre-
defined value of the enumeration. In its approach to categoriza-
tion CACAO specifies a detection playbook for orchestrating
detection without elaborating on a specific detection action.

On a structural level Granularity manifests in CACAO
workflows, workflow steps and commands. Whereas work-
flows and workflow steps capture procedural logic and center
on organizational processes, commands represent more tech-
nical information. Besides, the CACAO format allows de-
tailed expression of incident response elements through many
optional attributes. It is possible to express rather manual,
investigative and informative tasks in CACAO as well as
precisely executable information.

CACAO playbooks contain metadata. Timestamps docu-
ment creation and modification of elements and embed the
Versioning concept in CACAO. To revoke information an ad-
ditional attribute can be used. CACAO follows other data for-
mats providing guidance on object creation and republication
thus limiting misinterpretation. An early architecture model
of CACAO further outlines lifecycle aspects of verification,
monitoring and reporting. However, it is left to applications
using the CACAO format to deal with versioning ambiguities,
outdated information and other data quality problems.

For internal Referencing CACAO uses Universally Unique
IDentifiers in version 5 (UUIDv5) as defined by Request
For Comments (RFC) 4122. Each CACAO object is identi-
fiable by object-type-UUID. In addition, referencing is
integrated in CACAO objects. Playbooks refer to workflow
steps, targets, extensions and data markings. Workflow steps
refer to following workflows steps, commands, targets or other
playbooks. And on the lowest level commands and targets refer
to variables (e.g., IP address) inherent in a given playbook.
CACAO also assists referral to enumerations with predefined
attribute values.

The concept of Extensibility in CACAO centers on open vo-
cabularies and external information. Open vocabularies allow
users to introduce definitions for attribute values. For exam-
ple, the command-type-ov and the target-type-ov
capture command and target types. External sources are also
supported to some extent. STIX2.1 identity objects document
playbook creators and extension objects can enhance CACAO
objects with complementary information.

The Readability concept is highly subjective when con-
sidering human-readability. Incident response information ex-
pressed with the CACAO format is presented in JSON. As
JSON intends to foster machine processing this decision doc-
uments the automation focus and machine-readability. In con-
trast, human-readability is given by the specification document
but not the data format itself. Thus, a thorough understanding
of CACAO-described information requires human analysts to
be supported by dedicated tools especially when coping with
larger JSON documents.

Negative effects when using the CACAO format caused
by ambiguity are reduced with a terminology section and
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object class definitions. The CACAO specification addresses
Unambiguous Semantics by defining six object classes and
associated mandatory and optional attributes. CACAO naming
conventions not always intuitively align with the objects’
semantics. Also, the definition of CACAO objects is in parts
still vague and leaves some room for interpretation (e.g., com-
mands). However, over the course of standard development
concepts (e.g., action object) have been eliminated to avoid
redundancies.

Structural Concepts: The analysis of the aforementioned
generic structural concepts – Workflow, Actuator, Action and
Artifact – is implemented by CACAO adhering to a different
naming convention. In the following, CACAO’s Workflow
Step, Target and Command object definitions as well as
the Variable concept depicted in Figure 6 are analyzed. An
exemplary CACAO workflow step might consist of a human
starting investigation of an IP address. It is worth noting, that
variables are part of CACAO but do not represent a clearly
defined object class or artifact concept. We therefore opted
to illustrate the lack of definition using gray lines within its
structural description (Figure 6). The same applies to other
incident response formats if structural concepts are incomplete.

Target
(e.g., Human)

Command
(e.g., Start Investigation)

Variable
(e.g., IP Address)

Workflow Step

Fig. 6. Structural Description of CACAO Playbooks

In CACAO workflow steps represent the Workflow concept.
Different types of workflow steps (e.g., start, if-condition,
parallel, etc.) introduce temporal and conditional logic through
specific attributes. For the most granular step – single action
step – attributes capture targets and commands for execution.
To realize batch processing multiple targets and multiple com-
mands can be defined. All workflow steps support timeouts or
delays as well as feedback mechanisms with information on
how to proceed in case of success or failure.

Target objects of CACAO cover the Actuator concept. A
target is defined as entity, system or device to handle incident
response information in form of commands. CACAO specifies
target types and thereby reaches from organizational entities
(individual, group, organization) to geographical entities (loca-
tion or sector) and to security infrastructure as well as network
elements. Depending on the target type, specific attributes
foster correct execution and identification. For instance, an
interface target of type http-api is additionally described
by URL and authentication details.

The Action concept is realized by CACAO command objects
and forms another integral part. Commands are defined as
executable items that contain nothing more than a type and
version attribute as well as the (encoded) command itself. Five
command types – manual, http-api, ssh, bash and openc2-
json – are predefined by a CACAO vocabulary and thus
cover manual and automated actions. CACAO couples these
commands and targets within workflow steps and requires each
command to be executed by all listed targets in the workflow

step object. Currently, the CACAO specification does only list
a few exemplary commands. The command attribute captures
string values and it remains open if these are rather technical
or organizational in scope.

CACAO does not directly address the Artifact concept.
Closest to artifacts CACAO defines variables to capture vari-
ous forms of information relevant for incident response exe-
cution. A given variable in CACAO can for example contain
a specific IP address upon which a command is performed.
Typically, variables are defined on a playbook level but values
are used in workflow steps by targets. It is worth mentioning,
that at the current point it seems possible that commands will
eventually subsume variables. However, there is no further
convergence with STIX2.1 CTI objects to provide variable
values.

Technological Concepts: Technological concepts are
present in CACAO. Next, for CACAO the community, ap-
plication and serialization concepts are analyzed.

CACAO is developed by an OASIS technical committee
supported by multiple large organizations of the information
security industry. OASIS further allows interested organiza-
tions to participate at the collaborative standard development.
Due to its early stage the Community concept of CACAO is
missing a technical knowledge repository and documentation
of implementing CACAO applications. CACAO is licensed
according to the OASIS IPR policy and non-assertion mode
which allow widely usage.

Technological integration and the Application concept is
pursued by CACAO through command and target types.
Built upon variables possibly taken from other CTI artifacts,
CACAO solely directs its commands at a limited number
of generic target types. This can be interpreted as direct
conversion contained within the format specification. For
instance, Application Programming Interface (API) endpoints
and Secure Shell (SSH) are two types of more technical targets
that might directly use formatted commands. Overall, CACAO
is less focused on technical implementation and instead in-
tegrates well with organizational processes. Hence, CACAO
centers on higher-level incident response standardization.

Serialization of information in CACAO format is based
on JSON. JSON is mandatory for implementation but the
CACAO specification is defined independently. At the moment
no JSON validation schemes for CACAO exist.

Security Concepts: To complement the core concepts of
incident response standardization, security concepts and their
implementation in CACAO are analyzed below.

The concept of Confidentiality is included in CACAO. The
fact that data markings have a high significance is reflected
by a standalone CACAO object that supports confidentiality.
These data markings allow to inform about how to handle
and share the described incident response information on a
playbook level. TLP with its categories red (named recipients
only), amber, green and white (no restrictions) as well as the
more extensive Information Exchange Policy (IEP) framework
by the Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams
(FIRST) are mentioned within the specification. FIRST IEP
extends TLP by also covering recommendations for encryption
and permitted actions. CACAO allows multiple markings to
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the same playbook but on purpose does not specify rules
for their application. Lastly, privacy considerations regarding
potential correlation and republication of incident response
information are made by CACAO.

The concept of Authorization is not implemented by one
central CACAO construct. Instead different elements allow
forms of authorization. One such element is the impact at-
tribute of playbook objects. The impact value indicates the
consequences implied at playbook execution on the organi-
zation. An example given by the CACAO specification is
the lower impact of investigation compared to remediation
tasks. A playbook and its workflow steps can further be tied
to organizational processes through the chosen actuator types
(e.g., individual or group) or directly by the owner property
of workflow steps. Variables then allow the customization
according to responsibilities within an organization.

CACAO makes use of playbook object attributes to store
information about the Prioritization of incident response pro-
cedures. A playbook can contain information about its relative
priority indicated by a value between 0 and 100. Additional,
the severity attribute provides a score for the seriousness of
the incident addressed by a given playbook. This implies that
security incidents differ in the consequences they have on
organizations and thus are of different importance. It must be
noted, that eventually the values of these attributes are both
subjective and relative. CACAO users must therefore deal with
implementing adequate rules to assign comparable values.

CACAO – Summary and Recommendations
• Playbook-centric approach to interorganizational inci-

dent response automation with JSON serialization
• Specification backed by well-known industry support-

ers under OASIS technical committee supervision
• In-depth coverage of most core concepts of incident

response standardization and security awareness
• Structural focus on workflows and organizational inte-

gration accompanied by multiple (technical) commands
• Missing consideration of CTI integration and vague

low-level artifacts of incident response actions
• Ambitious use case definitions with information shar-

ing and digital signing of playbooks
• Additional guidance through best practices for imple-

mentation is needed
• Improvements of terminology and naming conventions

possible to foster unambiguous semantics throughout
CACAO

• CACAO could be considered when searching for a
more technical and incident response focused alterna-
tive to Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)

• CACAO could be adopted for SOC/CERT processes
and connected with standards of the CTI ecosystem

B. Collaborative Open Playbook Standard (COPS)
Version: Collaborative Open Playbook Standard (COPS)

Version 0.2 [38]
Basics: Automation and structured expression of incident

response procedures is the overall objective of the Collabora-
tive Open Playbook Standard (COPS) data format. Following

its inception in 2016, COPS remained closely associated with
SOAR software. In many aspects the usage of COPS is tied
to the Cortex XSOAR (formerly known as DEMISTO) chat
operations platform for incident response and other security
tasks. It is at least partly unclear if and how COPS itself is
maintained beyond an openly accessible GitHub repository. As
for now COPS is not standardized as incident response format
by any recognized standardization body. Licensed under MIT
license the COPS serialization is based on YAML version 1.2.

Aims: COPS describes an approach to standardize incident
response with a format strongly influenced by and tied to
a SOAR software product. Pursuing the goal of establishing
an open standard for incident response, COPS aims to fully
automate incident response playbooks where possible. As
another objective, COPS commits itself to enhancing visibility
of organizations’ incident response procedures. In addition, the
exchange of COPS playbooks is considered.

Statistics: As COPS is associated with the Cortex XSOAR
software information about the incident response format is
mainly extracted from the software documentation as well as
the COPS5 and Demisto content6 GitHub repositories. These
constitute the most reliable sources for COPS.

• Peer reviewed academic literature on COPS does not
exist. A key word search using the exact terms "Collab-
orative Open Playbook Standard (COPS)" OR "Demisto
playbooks" OR "Demisto COPS" yielded one result in the
previously mentioned databases (see IV-A). The identified
preprint however only briefly describes Demisto and its
playbooks [103].

• Gray literature on COPS includes the format specification
outlined in the aforementioned GitHub repository [38].
Besides, the Cortex XSOAR developer documentation
describes specifics on playbooks and their use [104]. In
the Demisto content repository some example playbooks
and schemes can be found [105]. Additionally, COPS
received some attention from online information security
news sites related to its inception in 2016. A published
Demisto special edition of Security Orchestration For
Dummies provides some more useful information about
playbooks envisioned to adhere to the COPS format
[106].

• Latest developments around COPS are limited. If the
surrounding software is considered developments include
the change in name of Demisto to Cortex XSOAR by
Palo Alto Networks. While Cortex XSOAR is proprietary
the COPS format and example content including integra-
tions in other security products remains open-source. The
current COPS specification version is 0.2. As of August
2020, playbook schemes have been removed from the
content repository.

General Concepts: The analysis of general incident re-
sponse core concepts shows that for the Aggregability concept
COPS includes playbooks to document incident response pro-
cedures. Playbooks contain individual steps adjusted to a given

5https://github.com/demisto/COPS
6https://github.com/demisto/content
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use case and possible related security product integrations.
Different incident types can be specified to trigger a playbook.

Categorization of incident response tasks in COPS does not
adhere to the aims of different incident response processes
such as investigation or remediation of a security incident.
Instead, categorization in COPS is broadly aligned to the
categories manual and automated. This however is of little
importance to the objectives of the incident response standard-
ization. Overall, the COPS format covers elements to achieve
the generic incidents response aims but does not address these
explicitly.

On a structural level, the Granularity concept in COPS
is realized with playbooks, tasks and commands. Thereby,
playbooks express the high-level incident response process.
Tasks constitute steps within the process and contain proce-
dural logic. Lastly, specific commands ensure the execution
by mentioning precise elements of scripts (e.g., functions) or
manual actions.

The concept of Versioning is rudimentarily contained in the
COPS format. While there are properties to capture version
numbers other information such as timestamps about playbook
or task creation are missing. In addition, guidance on playbook
as well as task creation is brief.

COPS playbooks are identified by a unique ID. The speci-
fication mentions UUIDs but no specific UUID version. On
playbook level, COPS demands a unique ID for its tasks.
Referencing and reusing COPS elements without reimple-
mentation is thus possible. Besides, a dedicated task of type
playbook can be leveraged to refer to another playbook and
its procedures. External referencing in COPS is associated with
integrations and is relevant to provide context to commands
in form of scripts and execution environments.

COPS does not deal with the concept of Extensibility. An
indirect method to extend COPS is by implementing additional
and new integrations for other security tools which can be
referenced by COPS task objects. This however is not part of
the format specification.

COPS is a clearly technically-centered incident response
automation format. With regard to the Readability concept
it must be stated, that the YAML serialization specification
itself claims to be "easily readable by humans". Nevertheless,
human-readability is only given to a certain extent. Analogous
to other serializations YAML becomes difficult to compre-
hend for larger and deeper structured documents. Machine-
readability on the other hand is strongly supported by parsing
the key-value pairs and the indentation structure of YAML
documents with programming languages.

The concept of Unambiguous Semantics is only partially
addressed by the COPS format. While the specification de-
scribes playbook and task properties it is missing data types
and further elaborations about the definitions of the incident
response format elements. It further remains unclear why
certain information (e.g., type) is redundantly stored in tasks.
Whereas the term Digital Forensics Incident Response (DFIR)
is sometimes applied to playbooks no specifics on digital
forensics are revealed as a terminology section is missing.

Structural Concepts: The analysis of structural concepts
reveals the COPS implementation of Task, Integration / Script,

Command and Argument elements depicted in Figure 7. In
the following, definitions as well as parts of the surrounding
product ecosystem are analyzed. An exemplary task might
utilize a port scanner, its integration as Python script and
consist of a scan of an IP address. A noteworthy exception
exists for manual tasks which instead of scripts employ human
actuators.

Integration / Script
(e.g., Port Scanner)

Command
(e.g., Scan)

Argument
(e.g., IP Address)

Task (automated)

Fig. 7. Structural Description of COPS Playbooks

The Workflow concept in COPS is represented by task
objects. These tasks fulfill the need for conditional logic in
incident response standardization. Different task types (e.g.,
start, condition, regular, title, etc.) explicitly deal with con-
ditions, procedural elements and structuring. In general, a
task can be distinguished in manual or automated task. This
categorization however is not reflected in a specific property
but must be inferred from omitted properties (e.g., script).
The most granular task – regular task – contains essential
information about execution such as integration and script.
Besides, tasks store information about following tasks.

In COPS an Actuator is a given script of a security product
integration. These scripts, mostly written in Python, introduce
execution engines. In the case of manual tasks, actuators can
also refer to people and processes. Actuators are defined by
their name and relate to the respective integration.

The Action concept of incident response standardization
is defined by command elements. In COPS commands are
specific for a given integration and its scripts. Therefore,
commands closely resemble function calls with certain input
and output values. Through the is_command property and
its boolean value it is possible to specify if a certain action is
directly executable by a script function. Otherwise additional
context is needed for execution.

Script arguments provide input values for command execu-
tion in COPS. The Artifact concept is thus found in COPS.
Arguments not only cover objects of incident response as
targets but also capture variables for the commands as
options. Hence, it can be observed that this type of struc-
tural implementation mixes details on the actual commands
with details on artifacts, i.e., objects of command execution.

Technological Concepts: Analysis of the technological
Community concept shows that COPS is based on a proprietary
software product but open-source integrations are collabora-
tively maintained by an active community. Despite the broad
coverage of integrations and scripts for numerous security
products, there is a serious lack of a detailed specification
and maintenance of the COPS format. Information about the
format is not only incomplete, but must also be derived
from the actual implementations. As the format specification
builds the backbone of many practical application aspects,
improvement is necessary.
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Technological integration of COPS, as the Application con-
cept describes, is above all warranted through its use in Cortex
XSOAR. Additionally, the integrations emphasize the use
cases in which COPS constitutes a connecting element to other
relevant security tools. COPS therefore follows an indirect
proxy layer approach by maintaining a generic format-based
description yet providing specific integrations for individual
security tools and actuators.

The Serialization of COPS is based on YAML 1.2. COPS
uses the indentation structure of YAML to separate the dif-
ferent structural elements. To the best of our knowledge, no
schemes exist to assess the adequate serialization of COPS
playbooks with regard to data types.

Security Concepts: COPS does not address the Confiden-
tiality concept. No properties exist to capture information on
confidential data handling such as data markings.

Authorization is an aspect of incidents and playbooks in
the Cortex XSOAR solution. In contrast, the COPS format
itself does not store information about approval mechanisms
for playbook execution. Incident response owners and impact
scores are thus not part of this incident response format.

A Prioritization concept does not exist for COPS. Playbooks
described with COPS might be enhanced with information
about the severity of incidents but this is left to implementa-
tions using the format. Overall, it must be noted that security
concepts cannot be found in the COPS specification.

COPS – Summary and Recommendations
• Playbook-centric approach to incident response au-

tomation with YAML serialization and scripts
• Strong technological focus supported by community-

driven powerful open-source integrations
• Format and use cases related to proprietary Cortex

XSOAR solution
• Missing coverage of security concepts (confidentiality,

authorization and prioritization) within the format
• No format maintenance and wider industry support
• Blurry boundaries between the format and technologi-

cal integrations with security product targeted scripts
• Specification and documentation constitute a major im-

pediment to using COPS as information is unorganized
and limited

• COPS (and Cortex XSOAR) could be considered when
searching for a familiar and more incident response
focused alternative to Ansible playbooks

• COPS could be adopted for integrations with well-
known security products and if willing to commit to
Cortex XSOAR

C. Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense (IACD) Framework
Version: Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense (IACD) Play-

books – A Specification for Defining, Building and Employing
Playbooks to Enable Cybersecurity Integration and Automa-
tion 2017 [39] and Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense (IACD)
Baseline Reference Architecture Version 1.0 [107]

Basics: Generic incident response standardization with a
cyber defense framework and actionable playbooks is the over-
all objective of the Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense (IACD)

data format. Initiated by the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) and the National Security Agency (NSA) in 2014,
IACD is maintained by the Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL). No explicit information on
standardization and licensing of IACD is available. However,
the IACD content is easily available, some documents contain
CC BY 4.0 license information and the project’s aim is to
provide information for customization for individual use cases.
Serialization of IACD workflows is based on XML.

Aims: IACD describes an approach to structure incident re-
sponse with orchestration levels, playbooks and a surrounding
reference architecture. IACD playbooks fulfill the objective of
aligning organizational security requirements with incident re-
sponse procedures via BPMN. Further, customization of IACD
playbooks and workflows aims to achieve incident response or-
chestration and automation tailored to organizations and their
technical environment. As the IACD reference architecture
specifies orchestration service categories (i.e., sensing, sense-
making, decision-making and acting) another aim is to provide
contextual guidance for incident response playbooks.

Statistics: Information about the IACD incident response
format is aggregated on the project website7 and includes a
specification document and various examples.

• A key word search using the terms "Integrated Adaptive
Cyber Defense" OR "IACD" OR "IACD integrate" in
common academic literature databases yielded a number
of results. We excluded papers from other research fields
using the same 4-letter abbreviation. Several papers cover
the overall IACD project and its reference architecture
[108], [109], [110], [111], [112]. Besides, [100] and [42]
mention the IACD approach and playbook format in
connection with other incident response formats.

• Gray literature on IACD includes first and foremost the
playbook specification [39] and documentation covering
the overarching reference architecture [107]. Literature on
workflows, orchestration and playbook details provides
additional background information [113], [114], [115],
[116]. Exemplary IACD playbooks and workflows in the
form of BPMN diagrams and XML schemes can be found
on the project website.

• Latest developments around IACD include the publication
of examples on shareable workflows in the context of
IoCs [113]. Some videos of IACD have also recently been
posted.

General Concepts: Playbooks in IACD support the Ag-
gregability concept of incident response standardization. They
group incident response elements such as the initiating condi-
tion, process steps and an end state as well as best practices,
policies and relationships to regulatory requirements. A num-
ber of IACD playbooks ranging from rebuilding a server to
determining a mitigation action exist.

There is no emphasis on Categorization of incident response
tasks in IACD and its playbook format. The closest to task
categories for incident response actions is the specification
of two types of best practices: Response Options and

7https://www.iacdautomate.org/
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Mitigation Options. However, this is not an explicitly
stated element of the IACD format.

Granularity is addressed by the three IACD orchestration
abstraction levels in the form of playbooks, workflows and
local instances to implement incident response standardization.
Thus both technical as well as non-technical information is
part of IACD. The IACD playbook format itself is centered
on a higher, non-technical level only. The execution foreseen
by local instances is left unspecified.

The IACD playbook format has no Versioning concept in
place. Metadata and change mechanisms for playbooks and
workflows adapted to organization specific needs do not exist.
It is mentioned that playbooks can evolve. However, guidance
on how changes should be tracked is missing.

Referencing is contained in very limited form within IACD.
Beyond the tenet to support the linking of playbooks there
is no actual implementation of this type of playbook ref-
erencing in the format specification. IACD also does not
provide enumerations or vocabularies for a tailored list of
example process steps or initiating conditions. Dependent on
the modeling tool (e.g., Camunda Modeler), IACD workflows
and their elements expressed in XML can have IDs to support
identification and referencing. External referencing includes
naming of regulatory requirements and industry standards
along the IACD playbook in a dedicated section.

In the broadest definition, IACD is extensible. This is
because customization is intended on every level of the IACD
format and supported by its universal and vague specifications.
Extensibility in the form of adding certain attribute values
or structuring elements is not part of IACD as these remain
unspecified.

IACD covers the Readability concept. Human-readability
is aimed for at the level of playbooks which include in-
cident response process elements aligned to organizational
policies. Here, the visualization through BPMN diagrams fos-
ters human-readability explicitly. Additionally, at the level of
workflows machine-readability and machine-to-machine com-
munication is addressed by focus on more technical actions
and the conversion of BPMN to XML.

The Unambiguous Semantics concept is largely absent for
IACD as there is no clearly defined terminology. Most notably,
redundancies exists for the definition and instantiation of
playbooks and workflows. Both share a number of compo-
nents yet only vary in negligible instantiation aspects. At
the end, their differences are not so much between process
and technical orientation but mainly stem from granularity.
Technical local instances are out of scope of the definitions
provided by IACD and available information is very limited.
With regard to ambiguity a key element lies in the BPMN
diagram modeling by human analysts which is not addressed
by adequate guidance for the incident response automation
field.

Structural Concepts: The analysis and representation of
general structural concepts in IACD shows a procedural focus.
IACD centers on the structural building blocks of Workflow,
System, Process Step and Data depicted in Figure 8. An
exemplary workflow in IACD can involve a SOAR platform
to block access to an IP address.

System
(e.g., SOAR Platform)

Process Step
(e.g., Block)

Data
(e.g., IP Address)

Workflow

Fig. 8. Structural Description of IACD Playbooks / Workflows

Contrary to other incident response automation formats,
IACD workflows can be treated largely independent of IACD
playbooks as they are not a component within. The Workflow
concept is realized by IACD with BPMN diagrams that, anal-
ogous to playbooks, contain an initiating condition, process
steps and an end state. Structuring of incident response actions
is enabled by the conditional elements included in BPMN.
With regard to actuators and artifacts it can be derived from the
IACD specification that security systems and data eventually
represent these concepts. However, it must be stated that
workflows still do not warrant a technical implementation of
incident response standardization or automation.

The Actuator concept is almost entirely absent in IACD.
Only textual descriptions along side process steps and overall
workflow descriptions hint at information systems and tools
used in connection with the described workflows. Whereas
BPMN supports the documentation of system-based tasks
in the existing IACD examples, no specific actuators are
indicated. Extracted from the provided workflow examples,
human and system actuator types can be identified.

IACD process steps represent the Action concept. As spec-
ified by IACD, an incident response procedure is composed
of a sequence of documented process steps which are either
manually or automatically executed. Each process step is
described by its title.

The Artifact concept is not part of IACD as it is unspecified.
However, the exemplary IACD workflows oftentimes pertain
to various forms of IoCs such as IP addresses or file hashes.
Artifacts in IACD can thus be found as part of the descriptive
process step titles. It is at least arguable if initiating conditions
in IACD can also be counted as artifacts.

Technological Concepts: The multitude of IACD docu-
ments supports understanding and utilization of the incident
response format. The Community concept is partially consid-
ered as the format specification is non-binding, brief and infor-
mation on technical implementation is missing. With an active
community and US governmental agencies behind IACD,
community aspects such as collaboration and maintenance are
fulfilled. Participation is further encouraged by IACD events
and permissive licensing terms.

Application of IACD is based on the concept of customiza-
tion. This implies that IACD does not provide any means of
direct conversion. IACD also does not follow a traditional
proxy layer approach. Instead, it serves as high-level guid-
ance with its example playbooks and workflows described
in BPMN. Incident response standardization is thus entirely
dependent on technical interpretation and implementation by
organizations. Technical dependencies for IACD are limited to
BPMN modeling tools.
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The IACD format uses XML Serialization for its BPMN
workflows.

Security Concepts: The Confidentiality concept is missing
in IACD. Playbooks and workflows are missing data markings
or other means of confidentiality indication.

Authorization in IACD centers on the requirements specified
for IACD playbooks. It is defined that besides automation the
individual process steps shall reflect human involvement for
authorization and approval if necessary.

Severity levels and scoring are not explicitly mentioned
within the IACD specification. Thus, Prioritization must be
introduced when defining and applying IACD playbooks and
workflows according to BPMN.

IACD – Summary and Recommendations
• Framework-centric approach to incident response stan-

dardization and automation with BPMN diagrams
• Definition of three abstraction levels (playbooks, work-

flows and local instances) and active community
• Structural focus on process steps and other minimum

requirements for playbooks/workflows with extensive
examples

• Useful overarching reference architecture for incident
response with sensing, sense-making, decision-making
and acting

• Missing implementation and incident response empha-
sis within brief specification documents

• Local instances of workflows and the execution at
system level remain unspecified by IACD

• Informal format specification without CTI integration
(i.e., artifacts) and unambiguous terminology

• IACD could be considered when searching for a ref-
erence architecture to structure multiple incident re-
sponse formats

• IACD playbooks and workflows could be adopted
for generic procedural guidance on incident response
actions

D. Open Command and Control (OpenC2)

Version: Open Command and Control (OpenC2) Language
Specification Version 1.0 – Committee Specification 02 [40],
Open Command and Control (OpenC2) Profile for Stateless
Packet Filtering Version 1.0 – Committee Specification 01
[117] and Specification for Transfer of OpenC2 Messages via
HTTPS Version 1.0 – Committee Specification 01 [118]

Basics: Incident response standardization focused on
machine-to-machine communication is the overall objective
of the Open Command and Control (OpenC2) data format.
Initiated by the NSA in 2015, OpenC2 was transferred to
the nonprofit OASIS. Three subcommittees for the OpenC2
language, OpenC2 implementation considerations and OpenC2
actuator profiles pursue the format development. There exist
approved specification documents for the OpenC2 format
provided under the non-assertion mode of the OASIS IPR
policy. OpenC2 specifies serialization rules for JSON.

Aims: OpenC2 describes an approach to apply command
and control mechanisms to cyber defense systems. OpenC2

commands aim to achieve incident response standardization
and active cyber defense in a timely manner. The nonpropri-
etary format has the objective of security orchestration and
automation independent of the underlying technologies by
function-centric interfaces. This includes focus on granular
actions, machine execution, transfer of messages and thus the
acting part of cyber defense.

Statistics: Among incident response formats, OpenC2 has
gained wider attention. Information about OpenC2 can be
derived from both the accepted specification and academic
literature.

• Peer reviewed academic literature on OpenC2 most no-
tably includes the recently published paper by Mavroeidis
and Brule [119], two active supporters of the incident
response automation format. In their work the authors
provide an extensive description of OpenC2, its concepts,
functions and use cases as well as the format’s posi-
tion within the wider CTI ecosystem. Additionally, the
search terms "OpenC2 information security defense" OR
"OpenC2 command" OR "OpenC2" applied to common
academic literature databases and Google Scholar yield
further relevant papers. [120], [100], [121], [122] and
[123] briefly describe OpenC2 or highlight its use within
the scope of adjacent research. Applebaum et al. [42]
emphasize integration of OpenC2 with their proposed
playbook specification format RECAST.

• Gray literature on OpenC2 includes numerous news arti-
cles about the ideas of OpenC2 and its supporters, listed
on the OpenC2 website8. Here, links to various open-
source implementations and their code on GitHub can
also be found.

• Latest developments around OpenC2 show the proof of
concept for integration of various technologies described
in recent literature [119]. The newly designed OpenC2
website further encourages participation and use of the
incident response format.

General Concepts: OpenC2 is based on defined OpenC2
commands. These short messages contain essential execution
information but are not aggregated and arranged in playbooks
to document a comprehensive incident response procedure.
OpenC2 thus has limited coverage of the Aggregability con-
cept. Stated in the language specification, OpenC2 intention-
ally excludes "sensing, analytics, and selecting appropriate
courses of action" and instead centers on the elementary
standardization at the technological end [40]. Elements of
aggregability can be seen in the content of OpenC2 commands
if the level of precision supports multiple OpenC2 actuator or
target objects.

Categorization of incident response tasks is not explicitly
performed by OpenC2. Analogous to the limited aggregability,
the procedural elements of determining an incident response
strategy with a specific aim are delegated to prior analysis
and organizational processes. Yet, from the different possible
actions of OpenC2, to some extent, information about the task
categories can be derived. Here, it becomes clear that focus

8https://openc2.org/
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of OpenC2 is on mitigating and remediating existing incidents
as well as preventing future ones.

Granularity is achieved by OpenC2 only on a detailed
technical level. Information expressed in OpenC2 format is
structured according to its use by cyber defense systems.
Therefore, various structural elements are defined by proper-
ties. Commands, for instance, are further specified by actions.
Whereas other incident response formats aim to cover the
full incident response spectrum and subsequently often miss
technical details, OpenC2 constitutes a format with highly
granular objects.

OpenC2 commands contain metadata and thus fulfill the
Versioning concept. Metadata in OpenC2 includes properties to
capture information on the producer, recipient and the creation
time of an OpenC2 command. Further, status codes as well
as content_type (i.e., application/openc2) and msg_type
(command or response) help to document information associ-
ated with the message content. A detailed concept for the infor-
mation life cycle is out of scope of the OpenC2 format as it is
focused on command messages and acknowledgment/response
messages only. It can be assumed, that in most cases once
an OpenC2 command has been received, interpreted and
responded to it becomes outdated. However, referencing allows
taking previously issued commands into account. Extensions
such as new instances of structural OpenC2 elements are
possible and procedures specified in the format documentation.

Referencing is part of OpenC2 and its common message el-
ements. Above all, two unique identifiers are used. As OpenC2
encloses commands in messages, identification is realized by a
unique request_id part of the metadata and supported by
referencing command content with a unique command_id.
The request identifier should adhere to the UUIDv4 format.
For the optional command identifier a 36 character string
is specified. Referencing also includes instances of OpenC2
objects. For example, actuator profiles have a unique name
and a namespace identifier (NSID). In OpenC2, specifier
properties are used to identify a specific actuator or target.
External referencing of target objects already part of CTI is
not envisioned in the OpenC2 format.

First and foremost, the concept of Extensibility in OpenC2
manifest within the extension of actuator profiles. Advance-
ment and introduction of new cyber defense systems can
mandate extension of these actuators and their functionality
to maintain effectiveness of OpenC2 commands. Precise rules
how to introduce new actuator profiles as well as other struc-
tural objects include naming conventions and examples. Exten-
sibility is also possible for OpenC2 target objects, command
arguments, responses and transfer mechanisms. Excluded from
extension are the OpenC2 action objects due to the objective
of ambiguity avoidance.

Readability of information adhering to the OpenC2 format
is based on its description in JSON. Thus machine-readability
is warranted. It can further be argued that concise information
expressed in OpenC2 messages is comparatively easy to
comprehend and fulfills human-readability requirements.

Unambigous Semantics in OpenC2 is addressed with a
terminology section explaining the format’s building blocks.
In this regard, the format provides a very clear definition

of structural components with adequate examples that foster
a thorough understanding. Additional, graphical overviews
enhance the format specification and document the position
of the OpenC2 format in use case scenarios with OpenC2
commands issued by producers and received by consumers.
Overlaps with other areas relevant for implementation are
highlighted and detailed lists of possible instances for struc-
tural components given.

Structural Concepts: The analysis and representation of
general structural concepts (Workflow, Actuator, Action and
Artifact) in OpenC2 shows a technical orientation. OpenC2
centers on the structural building blocks of Command,
function-centric Actuator (Profile), Action and Target depicted
in Figure 9. An exemplary command in Open2 can employ the
stateless packet filtering actuator profile of a firewall to deny
access to or from a specific IPv6 address.

Actuator (Profile)
(e.g., Packet Filter, Firewall)

Action
(e.g., Deny)

Target
(e.g., IPv6 Address)

Command

Fig. 9. Structural Description of OpenC2 Messages

As OpenC2 is centered on a message-response system, the
Workflow concept is represented by the structural component
of commands. Command objects form the bracket around
actuator (profile), action, and target. An OpenC2 command
consists of at least two elements – an action-target pair – as
other elements are optional. In OpenC2, generic workflows
and conditional logic do not exist and are delegated to prior
incident response steps. In contrast to other incident response
formats, the granular focus of technical OpenC2 commands
emphasizes on the essential incident response action. The
OpenC2 command thus clearly defines actions and only sup-
ports a defined number of instantiations. All OpenC2 com-
mands support automation and are intended to be handled in
an automated way.

The Actuator concept in OpenC2 is associated with actu-
ator profiles and covers incident response functions of cyber
defense systems. Whereas an OpenC2 actuator is a function
of a system, the actuator profile specifies relevant elements of
the OpenC2 format specification for this particular function.
Currently, OpenC2 has specified only one stateless packet
filtering (SLPF) actuator profile. In the specification of the
SLPF actuator profile, information on applicable targets and
actions can be retrieved from a command matrix (actions ×
targets) [117]. Within actuator profiles, specifiers are defined
to narrow down actions to a specific system or a group of
systems.

Actions described by a single verb define the execution
operation in OpenC2. In this format, the Action concept centers
on 20 defined actions ranging from scan to allow to
more complex ones such as investigate or remediate.
For each of these actions, the OpenC2 format provides a
description. However, only a limited number are applicable
and implemented by the actuator profiles. It is easy to con-
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clude that a firewall endpoint and its stateless packet filtering
function will be able to allow access to certain IP addresses
but cannot perform an investigation of a file. A single action
is a mandatory part of every OpenC2 command. Arguments
can be included in the OpenC2 command to define properties
related to the action (e.g., start_time).

The Artifact in OpenC2 is termed target. Besides action,
only targets are mandatory elements of OpenC2 commands.
As the target is the object of an incident response action it is an
evidence-based CTI artifact. In total, 18 target types are spec-
ified for the OpenC2 format. Assets (e.g., device) as well as
network-based (e.g., ipv6_connection, domain_name)
and host-based (e.g., process, file) elements are possible
targets.

Technological Concepts: Starting with the Community
concept, OpenC2 comprises technological concepts. Organized
by OASIS, collaboration in the technical subcommittees and
support from many organizations resulted in the OpenC2
format and will advance it in the future if necessary. OpenC2
consists of comprehensive specification documents. It is also
part of various prototypical implementations found on GitHub
and recently introduced in literature [119]. Libraries for Java
and Python are among software to integrate OpenC2. Licensed
under OASIS IPR policy, organizations can permissively use
the incident response format according to their needs.

OpenC2 is centered on interoperability as it aims to de-
couple functions of security systems and interfaces. Appli-
cation of the format is possible with both a proxy layer
approach and direct transfer to cyber defense systems. For
the former integrations rely on a middleware that performs
translation and transfer to vendor specific protocols and API
endpoints. For the latter standardized interfaces or adapters
are needed for cyber defense systems to natively understand
OpenC2. The transfer of messages is another aspect of ap-
plication. The Specification for Transfer of OpenC2 Messages
via HTTPS [118] addresses this topic in detail. In practical
implementations the use of the Open Data Exchange Layer
(OpenDXL) publish-subscribe message fabric additionally sup-
ports OpenC2 message exchange

JSON Serialization rules are specified for the OpenC2
format. These requirements determine how OpenC2 data types
are encoded. OpenC2 excludes other serialization rules (e.g.,
XML) but acknowledges their existence. In close relation to
serialization, OpenC2 messages are comprised of a header and
a body (OpenC2 command) part. This design decision supports
the use of common transfer protocols.

Security Concepts: Confidentiality is not found in the
language specification of the OpenC2 format as a distinct
element. Instead, it assigns the handling of confidentiality to
the actual implementations. However, OpenC2 covers confi-
dentiality within its transfer specification and defines HTTPS
and TLS usage. It must be noted, that on the technical level
of OpenC2 messages, privacy and data markings common to
other formats might be of less relevance.

Authorization including ownership, sandboxing and impact
assessment of incident response procedures is not part of
OpenC2. As decision making must be dealt with prior to
issuing OpenC2 commands, it can be derived that it is beyond

the scope of OpenC2 to address authorization of the actual
incident response action.

OpenC2 does not perform Prioritization of incident re-
sponse actions. In OpenC2 commands, no properties exist to
capture urgency information. Presumably OpenC2 orchestra-
tors used as proxies and transferring messages will employ
some kind of prioritization or ordering functionality.

OpenC2 – Summary and Recommendations
• Command-centric approach to incident response stan-

dardization and automation with JSON serialization
• Established OASIS format with a solid documentation

including transfer mechanisms and actuators profiles
• Structural focus on granular and unambiguous execu-

tion elements indicating CTI integration
• Recent upswing through sample implementations and

academic publication
• Intentional exclusion of conditional logic and procedu-

ral integration due to technical orientation
• Dependent on security system vendors or community

integrations for direct use or proxy approach
• Missing coverage of security concepts (confidentiality,

authorization and prioritization) within the format
• OpenC2 could be considered when searching for a

technical, transfer-oriented alternative to shell com-
mands and system configurations

• OpenC2 could be adopted for integration of cyber
defense systems at one end of an incident response
automation pipeline

E. RE&CT Framework

Version: RE&CT Framework 2020 [41]
Basics: Universal incident response standardization with a

stage-action matrix framework and actionable response play-
books is the overall objective of the RE&CT data format.
Initiated as part of the Atomic Threat Coverage (ATC) project,
RE&CT is a community approach started in 2019 and inspired
by the MITRE ATT&CK framework. Contribution and main-
tenance of the format is realized with an openly accessible
GitHub repository. Since May 2020, there exists an agreed
upon (alpha) version of the RE&CT framework provided under
Apache 2.0 License. RE&CT is currently not standardized by
any standardization body. The serialization of its components
is based on YAML.

Aims: RE&CT describes an approach to categorize incident
response actions and build a (visual) knowledge base for
incident response procedures. Security incident response play-
books are part of RE&CT and provide structure for multiple
response actions. A central use case specified by RE&CT is the
development and gap analysis of incident response capabilities
in the form of people, processes and technology. RE&CT
further aims to achieve incident response automation by its
playbook templates which integrate with incident response
platforms (e.g., TheHive) and also CTI standards (e.g., STIX).
The objective to provide universal incident response guidance
yet incorporating actionability is an integral element of the
RE&CT format.
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Statistics: Information about the RE&CT incident response
format can be retrieved from the RE&CT9 GitHub repository,
the RE&CT documentation and the ATC project10.

• Peer reviewed academic literature on RE&CT does not
exist. A key word search using the terms "RE&CT"
OR "RE&CT incident response" in common academic
literature databases yielded no relevant results.

• Gray literature on RE&CT includes the format documen-
tation covering the individual framework elements [41].
Exemplary playbooks and utilities concerning RE&CT
can be found within the GitHub repository and hint at
characteristics as well as utilization aspects of the incident
response format [124]. Beyond, the format received some
recognition from the security researcher community on
Twitter and incident response blogs.

• Latest developments around RE&CT include the publi-
cation of the framework in its current form. Participation
at the repository further indicates that there is ongoing
progress and improvement of the alpha version. While
the RE&CT framework structure is static, the individual
elements still need specification and additional content.
For practical use there exists a RE&CT navigator dis-
playing the entire matrix11.

General Concepts: RE&CT includes incident response
playbooks and covers the concept of Aggregability. RE&CT
playbooks contain incident response actions and elements to
support structuring. Playbooks are intended to emphasize on
procedures relevant for a specific type of security incident.
Currently, there exists a playbook template as well as a
possible phishing e-mail playbook.

Categorization is an element of RE&CT represented by
the RE&CT stages. All incident response actions are as-
signed to one of 6 stages ranging from preparation to
containment and lastly lessons learned. Incident
response automation can thus refer to the RE&CT stages
for the aims of a particular response playbook and its tasks.
Another RE&CT specific categorization structures incident
response actions based on the affected artifacts.

When analyzing technical and non-technical information
and the Granularity concept for the RE&CT format, the
playbook structure is important. Here, information about the
incident response procedure is addressed by a workflow
section and listed incident response actions. References and
required mitigation systems cover some parts of technical
information but lack granularity of more technical CTI.

Versioning and metadata exist in rudimentary form for
RE&CT playbooks and incident response actions specified
by the framework. Only a created_date property cap-
tures information about time. Modifications mostly affect-
ing playbooks but also extending to customized actions are
documented within the RE&CT format. Authorship is the
only other type of metadata relevant for versioning that is
part of RE&CT. Whereas other incident response formats

9https://github.com/atc-project/atc-react
10https://github.com/atc-project/atomic-threat-coverage
11https://atc-project.github.io/react-navigator/

provide mechanisms coping with versioning and integration
of information, this is missing in RE&CT.

RE&CT playbooks reference defined incident response ac-
tions of the framework. Every RE&CT response action is
identified by a unique identifier. The concept of Referencing
and the response action IDs within RE&CT adhere to a custom
schema. A prefix of RA for response action is followed by a
single digit number to indicate the associated response stage
(e.g., containment: 3). Another single digit number refers
to the RE&CT specific category (e.g., network: 1). This is
followed by an additional sequenced number assigned to each
response action. For example, blocking an external domain
is referred to by RA3103. Linking other playbooks within a
given playbook is possible too, as playbooks contain an ID
property with prefix RP and a sequenced number. External
references in the form of URLs are included in the RE&CT
format and stored within a references property.

The RE&CT format does not obstruct the concept of Ex-
tensibility yet does not explicitly include structured elements
for extension. However, from a more general perspective
the RE&CT framework and its playbooks are a community
approach intended for customization. Thus, adding new re-
sponse actions or providing further details on existing ones is
possible. For RE&CT playbooks there are no restrictions on
the granularity of the unstructured workflow section values.
The RE&CT framework condensed in the response stage
× response action matrix can be perceived as rather static
whereas the playbook format leans towards extensibility.

Both forms of Readability are part of the overall ATC
project and RE&CT. The aim for "actionable analytics" is pur-
sued with human-readability and data provision in Markdown
format as well as with machine-readability and YAML files for
automatic information processing and execution by incident
response platforms. When transformed to TheHive templates
or STIX objects, JSON serialization is present.

Umambiguous Semantics is only partially addressed by
RE&CT. The documentation and repository describe the indi-
vidual components of RE&CT but do not cover data types and
attribute values. As there exists no clear terminology section
with definitions the few example playbooks serve as only
reference for RE&CT components. For example, the template
playbook lists three possible values (low, medium and high)
for a severity attribute which remains unmentioned in the
documentation.

Structural Concepts: The analysis of structural concepts
reveals the RE&CT vision or implementation of Workflow,
Mitigation System, Response Action and Data Needed ele-
ments depicted in Figure 10. In the following, definitions and
project content are analyzed. An exemplary workflow might
center on an e-mail server to quarantine a malicious e-mail
message.

RE&CT playbooks contain a Workflow element. Within a
RE&CT workflow, there is usually an enumerated list pro-
viding instructions in prose on how to execute the relevant
response actions for this particular playbook. These response
actions themselves are not directly part of the workflow but are
structured by response stage listed separately in the playbook.
RE&CT workflows aim to address sequential or concurrent
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Mitigation System
(e.g., E-mail Server)

Response Action
(e.g., Quarantine)

Data Needed
(e.g., E-mail)

Workflow

Fig. 10. Structural Description of RE&CT Playbooks

ordering of response actions but lack detailed instruments.
Derived from the provided exemplary playbook and additional
workflow descriptions of individual response actions, it is clear
that workflows are intended to foster human understanding of
incident response execution.

The Actuator concept is represented by the RE&CT vision
of mitigation systems. Mitigation systems are not defined as
a standalone concept and instead intended to be specified
within the requirements property. RE&CT pursues the
concept of mitigation systems to the point that there are some
examples assigned to specific incident response actions. For
instance, MS_dns_server or MS_intranet_firewall
document the technical nature of the actuators. Also an au-
tomation property links to integration of incident response
automation software products. Despite the fact that RE&CT
contains a multitude of response actions executed by humans
there are no examples of manual actuators found.

RE&CT response actions represent the Action concept. As
specified in the RE&CT framework, incident response actions
align to stages of incident response and can be categorized
according to their focal point (e.g., general, network, identity,
etc.). In essence, the structure of RE&CT response actions
resembles the playbook structure. Every response action is
described by its title which contains a single verb and some
additional information on the action and the artifact. Through-
out, the response actions of the RE&CT framework are more
generic and include various combinations of access, analyze,
list and find actions. In RE&CT, action and artifact concept are
partially merged together. Enforcing a more strict separation
of the two concepts could eliminate some of the existing
redundancies.

The Artifact concept is a placeholder envisioned by RE&CT
to be filled with data needed for the incident response action.
Without any information on what characteristics this data
holds, it is reasonable to assume two possible directions for
implementation. The first direction could include full coverage
of the artifact concept by making use of CTI elements. The
second direction could focus on explanatory information about
how to perform the incident response action only. It should
be noted, that to some extent the current RE&CT categories
also indicate artifacts. At the end, the structural Data Needed
concept as part of the requirements property is not a
standalone object and reflects RE&CT’s alpha version.

Technological Concepts: The documentation of RE&CT
builds a basis for understanding the incident response format.
Nevertheless, the Community concept is only partially con-
sidered. The format documentation falls short of specifying
essential elements in detail. A cohesive list of attribute values
and descriptions is missing. In contrast, there is collaboration

and a community behind RE&CT. Contributors add content to
the repository on GitHub which is under open-source license.
This allows adaptation and practical application.

Application of RE&CT follows a twofold approach. De-
signed as a knowledge base, non-technical application through
dissemination of information can be identified. Besides, prac-
tical application is realized with a number of provided scripts
that directly convert RE&CT content. The content can then be
used with other security products. However, generated output
(e.g., custom STIX objects) does not always include custom
response playbooks and is focused on the RE&CT matrix with
its response stages and actions. The RE&CT format serves
as an intermediary for incident response automation. Thus,
technical application is limited in scope, too.

The RE&CT format uses YAML Serialization for its con-
tent. No specific YAML version is mentioned and no validation
schemes exist. When RE&CT scripts are applied, resulting
output (e.g., TheHive templates) is structured according to
JSON serialization.

Security Concepts: There are elements of the Confidential-
ity concept present in the RE&CT format. Response playbooks
contain a dedicated property for data markings based on TLP.
The common TLP scale is applied.

Authorization in RE&CT centers on the Permissible Actions
Protocol (PAP) which indicates how received information can
be used. Analogous to TLP scale, PAP ranges from white to
red with no restrictions on information use, active actions
(e.g., block traffic), passive cross check (e.g., third-party
services) and up to non-detectable actions only (e.g., local log
analysis). Other methods of authorization such as assigning
responsibilities and impact assessment are not covered by
RE&CT.

Severity levels are captured by a RE&CT property and
document consideration of the Prioritization concept. The
scale for severity indication covers low, medium and high
severity of the respective incident response playbook. A more
detailed scoring on which response action to conduct first
is not given and there are no explanations on the security
concepts in the RE&CT format documentation.

RE&CT – Summary and Recommendations
• Framework-centric approach to incident response stan-

dardization and automation with YAML playbooks
• Recently started community project transferring the

idea behind MITRE ATT&CK to incident response
• Universal knowledge base with scripts to support direct

conversion to security products
• Structural focus on incident response actions aligned

to stages and RE&CT categories
• Response actions are still incomplete and lack content
• No strict separation of structural components as well

as missing details on actuators and artifacts
• Framework character contrary to response playbook

(semi-)automation which depends on additional scripts
• Informal format specification without terminology and

serialization schemes for validation
• RE&CT could be considered when searching for a
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familiar and incident response focused alternative to
the MITRE ATT&CK framework

• RE&CT could be adopted for guidance and customiza-
tion of system independent incident response actions

F. Resilient Event Conditions Action System against Threats
(RECAST) Framework

Version: Resilient Event Conditions Action System against
Threats (RECAST) Playbook 2018 [42]

Basics: Generic incident response standardization with a
framework and incident response playbooks is the overall ob-
jective of the Resilient Event Conditions Action System against
Threats (RECAST) data format. Initiated by the nonprofit
MITRE the RECAST project resulted in a playbook speci-
fication in 2018. RECAST does not provide any information
to aspects of standardization including license and serialization
schemes.

Aims: RECAST describes an approach to capture, catego-
rize and automate incident response procedures with a struc-
tured playbook format. RECAST incident response playbooks
are composed of 14 characteristics and their values. A central
use case for RECAST playbooks is to align mission profiles to
a subset of plays within a given playbook. RECAST further
aims to achieve incident response automation by supporting
analysts and reasoning with recommendations. The objective
to synthesize important incident response information as well
as resilience of course of action decision making are two
additional elements of RECAST.

Statistics: Information about the RECAST incident re-
sponse format is limited to a paper by Applebaum et al. [42].
The paper includes the RECAST playbook specification. No
gray literature on RECAST exists. As of 2020, it is reasonable
to assume that RECAST is deprecated and its development has
been discontinued.

General Concepts: RECAST includes incident response
playbooks and covers the concept of Aggregability. RECAST
playbooks contain plays and incident response characteristics
to support structuring. Alongside mission profiles, playbooks
are intended to emphasize on procedures relevant for a specific
type of security incident.

Categorization is an element of RECAST and represented
by its four categories: events, risks, context and action. These
categories however do not reflect incident response tasks.
Instead, the Course of Action Type characteristic con-
tains information on the incident response task category.

When analyzing technical, non-technical information and
the Granularity concept, the RECAST playbook specification
does not cover detailed technical-oriented information. Plays
and actions are the only structuring hierarchies.

Versioning and metadata as well as change mechanisms are
not addressed by the RECAST specification.

RECAST playbooks do not incorporate the concept of
Referencing. From the few provided example plays it can be
derived that these plays are eventually identified by a numeric
value.

The RECAST format does not obstruct the concept of Ex-
tensibility, yet does not explicitly include structured elements

for extension. Values for specified characteristics are currently
based on MITRE internal interview answers.

Readability is part of the RECAST format as incident
response information is structured in human-readable prose.
In contrast, no measures to support machine-readability are
specified.

Umambiguous Semantics is only partially addressed by RE-
CAST. The specification describes the individual components
of RECAST but ambiguity is present with playbooks and
plays. For instance, it remains unclear if multiple playbooks
can exist. Because mission profiles adhere to the playbook
structure, their definition is also ambiguous.

Structural Concepts: The analysis of structural concepts
reveals that RECAST is based on Play, Context, Action and
Event elements depicted in Figure 11. An exemplary play
might center on a network defender to isolate a host identified
from log data with its IP address.

Context
(e.g., Network Defender)

Action
(e.g., Isolate Host)

Event
(e.g., IP Address)

Play

Fig. 11. Structural Description of RECAST Playbooks

RECAST playbooks incorporate the Workflow concept to
some extent. Workflows are represented by RECAST plays
and include relevant information for incident response in the
form of context, action, events, and additional risks. However,
the RECAST plays do not contain any information on the
conditional logic of executing incident response actions.

The Actuator concept is represented by the RECAST con-
text category and more specifically the role characteristic
and its value. As specified, one possible role is the typical user
who advocates play execution. Nevertheless, the concept of
actuators within the RECAST format remains vague. Systems
commonly representing actuators in other incident response
automation formats are not covered by the specification.

RECAST actions fulfill the Action concept. Designated
Course of Action elements capture information on the
incident response action. Within RECAST these also contain
information of the artifact. It can thus be observed that the
action and artifact concept are merged together.

The Artifact concept can be identified within the event
category of RECAST plays. Event characteristics bundle input
information that serves as a trigger for the incident response
procedure. Events can also describe the artifact of execution.

Technological Concepts: The documentation of RECAST
is limited and aspects of collaboration and the Community
concept are absent.

Application of RECAST is based on the description of
a notional reference architecture. It is envisioned, that a
RECAST inference engine and a RECAST responder perform
conversion of RECAST plays into executable commands.

The RECAST format does not specify a serialization
schema.

Security Concepts: There are no elements of the Confiden-
tiality concept present in the RECAST format.
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Authorization in RE&CT centers on the generic
Automation Confidence characteristic. Assignment
of automation confidence values implies manual interaction
and thus some sort of authorization. Other methods of
authorization are the Role characteristic for executing the
incident response action and the Consequence pointing to
the impact of incident response.

Risk characteristics can be used to derive information on
the severity of incident response actions. Otherwise, the Pri-
oritization concept is not addressed by the RECAST format.

RECAST – Summary and Recommendations
• Framework-centric approach to incident response stan-

dardization with generic key-value list
• Definition of four information categories (events, risks,

context and action)
• Structural focus on playbooks and plays with 14 char-

acteristics of incident response procedures
• Discontinued MITRE project and unused format
• Missing integration of organizational procedures, tech-

nical implementation and CTI resources
• Informal format specification with limited examples
• RECAST could be considered when searching for a

synthesized, textual description of incident response
• RECAST playbooks and plays could be adopted for

human-readable incident response knowledge retention

G. Other Approaches

The incident response formats analyzed and discussed above
are complemented by other approaches towards incident re-
sponse standardization.

1) General Utility Formats: The use of general utility
formats for incident response standardization and automation
is possible to some extent. Despite the fact that these formats
are not unique to application for incident response they provide
a number of relevant features. The IT automation tool Ansible
[63] can easily be adapted to perform incident response
tasks. For this purpose, Ansible requires direct interaction
with receiving information systems to enable its ordered task
execution. A second general utility format is the Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [64]. BPMN is a generic
modeling framework for organizational processes and their
representation as diagrams. The Open Data Exchange Layer
(OpenDXL) format [65] provides a message fabric. Initially
tailored to McAfee products its ontology project aims for
integration of incident response automation elements. As of
now, the ontology specification is still in early stages. Us-
ing the Resource-Oriented Lightweight Information Exchange
(ROLIE) [66] format for incident response standardization
is another option. The IETF RFC 8322 defines ROLIE to
support exchange of various types of security information. For
the above mentioned general utility formats, integration into
an incident response standardization and automation pipeline
demands adaptation. Due to missing incident response focus
and details we exclude Ansible, BPMN, OpenDXL Ontology,
and ROLIE from our detailed analysis.

2) Digital Forensics Formats: The digital forensics domain
is closely connected to incident response and provides specific
data formats to handle forensic data. In particular, digital
forensic investigations require data storage and reporting
[125]. The Advanced Forensic Format v4 (AFF4) is based
on containers to store digital evidence [126], [67]. Analogous,
Digital Forensic eXtensible Markup Language (DFXML) has
the objective to describe digital forensic information and
the results of digital forensic processing [127], [68]. As we
separate between digital forensics and incident response, both
data formats are beyond the scope of the analysis performed
in our paper. Additionally, focus on data storage is similar to
elements already present in CTI formats (e.g., STIX2.1 Cyber-
observable Objects) [128].

3) SOAR Products: Based on two Gartner market guides for
Security Orchestration, Automation and Response solutions
from 2019 and 2020 we identified SOAR products [129], [35].
The SOAR market has evolved in recent years and there is a
multitude of different proprietary products (listed in Table II).
These products also incorporate incident response standard-
ization and formats but mostly do not provide any accessible
information on specification documents, data schemes and
incident response concepts. Whereas information for open-
source SOAR products [84], [90], [96], [80], [79] is available,
we place our focus of analysis solely on fully specified incident
response formats.

V. COMPARATIVE SUMMARY

In this section, we summarize and compare the most im-
portant findings of the incident response format analysis from
a broader perspective. We first refer back to the categorization
used for CTI formats. Then, we highlight analysis results
with regard to format usability. General core concepts are
briefly discussed. Additionally, we emphasize differences in
structural implementation and technological concepts between
the formats. A comparison of security considerations comple-
ments this section. For a complete overview of each format’s
characteristics associated to the core concepts, we refer to
Appendix A Table XI. Likewise, a compact representation
of the summary and recommendations for each format is
displayed in Appendix A Table XII.

A. Format Categorization

The analyzed data formats share characteristics with existing
CTI formats. Therefore, we apply the previously used data for-
mat categorization for CTI (see Figure 3) to incident response
formats. In Figure 12 categorization of three archetypes of
incident response formats is displayed. Inspired by MITRE
ATT&CK, RE&CT represents the framework category for
incident response. It must be noted that contrary to this
categorization, its playbook definition contains elements of
the standards category. IACD is the archetypical example
of a representational incident response standard. Its BPMN
diagrams provide a representational view of incident response
processes. OpenC2 is positioned on the other end of the
standards spectrum. As an operational standard, it directly
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concerns the execution of incident response processes. In be-
tween this spectrum, the remaining incident response formats
RECAST, CACAO, and COPS are located. Scoring systems
and enumerations are not present in incident response, but
JSON is a typical example of incident response serialization.

Data Formats

Frameworks
(e.g., RE&CT) Standards

Scoring Systems
(e.g., N/A)

Enumerations
(e.g., N/A)

Serializations
(e.g., JSON)

Representational
(e.g., IACD)

Operational
(e.g., OpenC2)

Fig. 12. Categorization of Incident Response Automation Data Formats

An analysis result worth closer consideration is the differ-
ence between formats roughly grouped in framework-centric
and playbook-centric. The former type always includes a
high-level structure and might be further specified on lower
levels (e.g., IACD). The latter type does not contain such
an overarching framework structure and is, in general, more
focused on processes and execution of actions. Indicated by
the naming, IACD, RE&CT, and RECAST share framework
characteristics. However, playbook elements might also be
present in framework-centric formats. Differences between
incident response frameworks typically result from additional
granular or technological elements. Nevertheless, it can be
inferred that framework-centric formats remain broader in
scope and contain fewer technical details.

B. Basic Accessibility

Getting acquainted with incident response formats mandates
a format specification. Additional information from white
and gray literature and the format’s recent developments
are beneficial, too. A comparison of the analyzed incident
response formats with regard to the level of detail of the
specification, the amount of available literature supporting its
use, as well as the status is displayed in Table VI. CACAO
is characterized by limited additional literature. The COPS
format shows a low level of detail for its specification due
to missing explanations, structure, and data schemes. Limited
literature and COPS’ inactive status are deficiencies, too. The
IACD playbook specification has a medium level of detail as it
is limited in scope. A missing playbook specification proves
a low level of detail for RE&CT due to absent data types,
schemes, and no explaining literature. At last, limitations of
RECAST concerning specification and literature stem from its
brief description within a single paper. Further, the RECAST
format status is inactive ever since. In the following tables,
these deficiencies and other limitations are marked in gray.

C. General Core Concepts

The incident response formats build on general core con-
cepts and use similar methods for their implementation. At
this point, one interesting finding concerns the aggregability
of information. Here, most incident response formats use

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF SPECIFICATION, LITERATURE AND STATUS

Format Specification (Detail) Literature Status

CACAO [37] (high) limited active
COPS [38] (low) limited inactive
IACD [39] (medium) available active
OpenC2 [40], [117], [118] (high) available active
RE&CT [41] (low) none active
RECAST [42] (low) none inactive

playbooks to bundle relevant procedural information. These
playbooks reflect the approach pursued by commercial SOAR
products. In comparison, the implementation of other general
core concepts is more nuanced. Therefore, we refer to the
previous analysis and Appendix A Table XI for precise details
and side-by-side comparison, respectively.

D. Structural Implementation

Above all, a side-by-side comparison of the individual
incident response formats according to the core structural
concepts reveals a clear focus on incident response actions.
As incident response, in general, is about actively applying
countermeasures and performing relevant tasks, the cover-
age of the action concept by all analyzed incident response
formats can be explained. However, the comparison further
reveals major weaknesses emphasized in Table VII. CACAO
is missing CTI integration as the artifact concept is weakly
implemented. For COPS, the strong external dependencies and
weak implementation of the actuator concept indicate missing
technological integration within the format. Both actuator and
artifact concept are unspecified in IACD. Thus, CTI integration
and technological integration are absent. OpenC2 is missing
organizational integration as the workflow concept is without
its scope. Technological integration and CTI integration are
missing for RE&CT as both the actuator and the artifact
concept show deficiencies. Limitations for RECAST exist
for workflow, actuator, and artifact. The reasons behind the
structural deficiencies of RECAST are missing CTI integra-
tion, imprecise terminology, and limited scope. We conclude
that a key element to incident response standardization is to
eliminate structural deficiencies of existing formats through
extensions or combined use. A combination of representational
and operational incident response formats can tackle missing
integration and result in a streamlined CTI and incident
response environment.

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF STRUCTURAL CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION

Format Workflow Actuator Action Artifact

CACAO X X X ×
COPS X × X X

IACD X × X ×
OpenC2 × X X X

RE&CT X × X ×
RECAST × × X ×
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E. Technological Aspects
Differences and similarities between incident response for-

mats and their implementation of technological concepts are
displayed in Table VIII. Emphasizing deficiencies, the com-
munity concept of CACAO indicates limited technological
implementations (e.g., libraries). When applied, CACAO con-
tains direct commands and processes serialized in JSON.
COPS has limited community support for its specification
and is used as a proxy to different security services. IACD
is limited to the technological implementation of BPMN. Its
application is process-based and XML serialized. OpenC2 has
comprehensive technological and specification implementa-
tions, is applied directly or per proxy, and JSON encoded.
RE&CT has limited specifications. RE&CT playbooks are
directly converted and serialized in YAML. The application of
RECAST is proxy-based, but no technical details are known.

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF TECHNOLOGICAL CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION

Format Community Application Serialization

CACAO limited (tech.) direct/process JSON
COPS limited (spec.) proxy YAML
IACD limited (tech.) process XML
OpenC2 spec./tech. direct/proxy JSON
RE&CT limited (spec.) direct YAML
RECAST × proxy ×

F. Security Considerations
Implementation of security concepts in incident response

formats varies. Formats either follow strict exclusion, contain
no security concepts, or include certain security elements
based on considerations relevant to the format’s usage. In
summary, we indicate in Table IX whether security, in general,
is included or excluded.

TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF SECURITY CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION

Format Confidentiality Authorization Prioritization Security

CACAO X X X included
COPS × × × excluded
IACD × X × excluded
OpenC2 × × × excluded
RE&CT X X X included
RECAST × X × excluded

Security is included in the CACAO incident response format
as it covers the concepts of confidentiality, authorization,
and prioritization. COPS is missing coverage of security
concepts in its format specification. Whereas authorization is
partially present in IACD, overall security concepts are absent.
OpenC2 explicitly excludes any security concepts and refers
to surrounding industry standards for implementation. Within
RE&CT, security concepts are included. Contrary, RECAST
excludes security concepts but covers parts of the authorization
concept. Privacy forms an important topic related to the previ-
ously discussed security concepts. Beyond the confidentiality

concept and formats, privacy of personal data and regulatory
requirements (e.g., EU-GDPR) apply to incident response.
We recognize that data formats are limited to fully enforce
privacy. Incident response standardization must therefore be
accompanied by legal guidelines (e.g., policies) within an
organization.

The comparative summary fulfills the purpose of contrasting
essential findings. It also aligns with the higher objective of
the incident response perspective on CTI to clarify the current
status quo of incident response standardization. Relevant meta-
information for basic accessibility and valuable outcomes of
core concept representation can support decision-making.

VI. INCIDENT RESPONSE STANDARDIZATION USE CASES

Incident response standardization builds the basis for or-
ganizational use cases. The format analysis can contribute to
assessing incident response use cases and the related identifi-
cation of the most appropriate standards. In this section, we
focus on the three common use cases and arbitrarily defined
scenarios for which incident response standardization plays a
major role.

A. Automation

A prevalent use case for incident response standardization
is automation. Indicated by the analyzed formats’ objectives
and the multitude of SOAR products and solutions, there
is a demand to automate incident response tasks. Tedious
and repetitive tasks, as well as swift reaction upon security
incidents, cause this development. Further, automation extends
existing CTI and embodies the missing incident response
perspective.

1) Scenario: For automating incident response, we assume
a scenario where an organization wants to achieve automated
execution of incident response procedures on internal cyber
defense systems. The scenario, therefore, includes a strong
technical focus as multiple different endpoints (e.g., fire-
walls and workstations) are involved. Here, incident response
standardization has to cope with integrating existing CTI
artifacts on a level that is precise. The automation process flow
begins by encoding structured incident response information
and transferring it. The receiving system then performs the
intended function such as blocking outbound network traffic
or removing user privileges.

2) Core Concepts: Adapting and using the core concepts
for this scenario results in a few focal concepts (see Table
X). Above all, structural core concepts have to be fulfilled to
enable incident response automation. Due to characteristics of
incident response, automated processes must be focused on the
detailed description and precise identification of workflows,
involved systems (i.e., actuators), the action itself, and the
necessary CTI data points (i.e., artifacts). All of these separate
accurate from inaccurate incident response. It might be argued
that incident response automation will always remain in a
semi-automated state as some human involvement is desirable
for reasons of accountability and due diligence. Therefore, the
authorization concept is emphasized.
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Concerning other mandatory concepts, automated inci-
dent response is dependent on technical elements. Machine-
centered readability, a thorough application concept with tech-
nological architecture, and serialization of information are
mandatory.

Besides these concepts, a second layer of supporting ones
comprises granularity for technical elements, referencing for
unique identification, and unambiguous semantics. A support-
ive community with specifications, reference implementations,
and the handling of priorities are also important.

3) Data Formats: OpenC2 has a strong focus on structural
and technological core concepts. OpenC2 is thus a good fit
to support the specified automation scenario. The exclusion of
security concepts by OpenC2 is a design choice that must be
considered before implementation. Another suitable incident
response format for the automation scenario is CACAO.
Despite CACAO’s early and currently less technical state, it
can cover relevant aspects.

TABLE X
FOCAL POINTS OF USE CASE SCENARIOS

Concept \ Use Case Automation Sharing Reporting

Aggregability ◦ ++ +
Categorization ◦ + ++
Granularity + + ◦
Versioning ◦ ++ ◦
Referencing + + +
Extensibility ◦ + ++
Readability ++ + ++
Unambiguous
Semantics + ++ +

Workflow ++ ++ +
Actuator ++ ◦ ◦
Action ++ ++ ++
Artifact ++ + ◦
Community + ++ ◦
Application ++ + ◦
Serialization ++ ++ ◦
Confidentiality ◦ ++ +
Authorization ++ ◦ ◦
Prioritization + + ◦

Legend: ◦ less relevant + supporting ++ mandatory

B. Sharing

CTI must be shared among multiple organizations to be
most effective. It can be inferred that the same applies to
standardized incident response. Disseminated information on
incident response procedures supports the common goal of
obstructing ongoing attacks and preventing widespread attack
campaigns. However, we want to mention that sharing incident
response information mandates overarching privacy measures
beyond the discussed concepts and formats.

1) Scenario: For incident response sharing, we assume a
scenario with at least two organizations exchanging incident
response procedures. The process flow includes one organi-
zation producing structured incident response information and

then distributing it over a network to other organizations. The
recipients’ objective is to apply the received information.

2) Core Concepts: The confidentiality concept and the
definition of sensitive information are the most important
aspects of incident response sharing. Aggregability in play-
books and versioning of information are two other mandatory
concepts. Interorganizational sharing further implies a focus on
unambiguous semantics as different participants must reach the
same conclusion upon the disseminated information. Closer
attention is to be paid to workflows and actions as these
are relevant from an organizational perspective. A community
behind the incident response format is relevant for sharing, as
is serialization.

Due to the CTI origin of multiple core concepts, incident
response sharing is also supported by several other core
concepts.

3) Data Formats: More general incident response formats
are better suited for the incident response sharing scenario.
They typically include confidentiality and have a procedural
focus. By assessing coverage of the core concepts, CACAO
stands out as one possible candidate due to its comprehensive
approach and procedural orientation. In addition, the more
generic IACD framework can also be applied as BPMN
diagrams provide a universal description easily understandable
by multiple organizations.

Incident response formats are not always directly intended
for supporting an information-sharing scenario. We point to
possible integration with existing CTI formats. In this re-
spect, the STIX2.1 format might be an option to integrate
standalone incident response formats via referencing. Hereto,
the STIX2.1 Course of Action object will need further details.
Consequently, standardized incident response information can
be shared without the incident response format fulfilling all
requirements for the sharing scenario.

C. Reporting
The reporting use case refers to the documentation of

incident response capabilities. Standardized incident response
information can support building a dedicated knowledge base
on incident response actions and emphasizing various capabil-
ities within an organization. For that matter, incident response
formats go beyond the NIST incident response life cycle and
include more detailed capability descriptions.

1) Scenario: For incident response capability reporting, we
assume a scenario with an organization aiming to document
its capabilities in a structured way. Senior management offi-
cials receive descriptions of incident response procedures and
actions that are implemented on an operational level. For in-
stance, handling of ransomware infections and the preparation
aspects of security incidents are covered.

2) Core Concepts: Relevant core concepts for the reporting
capabilities scenario are, first and foremost, the categorization
of tasks within incident response and the action concept. The
action concept captures granular information on the precise
procedures. Complemented by general core concepts, docu-
mentation as the overall objective in this scenario determines
extensibility and human-centered readability to be highly
relevant.
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Supporting concepts range from aggregability to referenc-
ing, unambiguous semantics, workflows, and confidentiality.
The lower importance of these concepts is based on the inter-
nal use within an organization that reduces some requirements.

3) Data Formats: Following the focus on categorization
and incident response actions, gap analysis indicates the
RE&CT framework with its stage-action matrix apt for a
reporting capabilities scenario. The framework encompasses
RE&CT playbooks to showcase further the transition of inci-
dent response capabilities towards actionable playbooks.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The novel incident response perspective on CTI broadens
the scope and shifts focus on standardization approaches that
outline how to use CTI artifacts for effective cyber defense.
In contrast to the prevalent perspectives, the incident response
perspective structures CTI artifacts and also adds procedu-
ral logic. Our survey introduces core concepts of incident
response, assisting efforts to establish and assess different
incident response formats. In essence, the few existing incident
response formats can be analyzed according to basic informa-
tion, general, structural, technological, and security concepts.
Beyond analysis, incident response core concepts and formats
can be leveraged for organizational use cases. These use cases
include but are not limited to automation, information sharing,
and capability reporting.

As multiple incident response formats and use cases exist,
benefits from standardization are manifold. In particular, in-
cident response formats do not only provide added value on
their own. Instead, the coupling of multiple incident response
formats might prove beneficial for organizations. Together
with the integration of existing CTI formats, this can result
in a streamlined format system. For instance, an organization
using STIX2.1 for generic CTI representation will potentially
integrate CACAO for decision-making about incident response
workflows and OpenC2 to execute precise incident response
actions on defensive information systems. Complemented by
RE&CT’s reporting of incident response capabilities, this
streamlined format landscape offers a broad basis for many
applications.

In this paper, we studied and evaluated existing approaches
towards incident response standardization and presented a
detailed format analysis. To our knowledge, this is the first
comprehensive work to consider incident response standard-
ization and its broad scope of applications. Conclusions drawn
from our work base on the following observation: there is
a growing interest for structured incident response formats
indicated by a surge in SOAR products.

Following these community efforts and cutting-edge de-
velopments, we see the necessity for a scientific approach
and common understanding. Products and solutions aiming
to standardize and automate incident response will rely on
underlying data formats that received little attention and are
often in their early stages. For existing and yet to be developed
incident response formats, an in-depth analysis must be based
on a systematic procedure. To this end, we base our study on
core concepts of incident response which are partially derived

from the encompassing CTI paradigm. The incident response
format analysis further reveals that formats center on actions,
specific aspects, and do not adhere to the same objective.
Therefore, variations in the implementation of core concepts
result in deficiencies, strong points, and deem formats more
applicable for specific use cases and scenarios than others.

This survey of the incident response perspective on CTI
presents a solid foundation for future research. While new
standards will emerge, underlying core concepts of incident
response are likely to remain the same. However, two aspects
warrant a more detailed examination within future work:

• Privacy is a very important topic but only partially
touches incident response formats (cf. confidentiality).
In contrast, for incident response at large, privacy is a
crucial overarching topic. The two reasons why privacy
is essential for incident response but barely included
in formats are processes and use cases. For some use
cases (e.g., sharing), privacy is more important than for
others (e.g., reporting). Likewise, processes vary between
organizations and require different levels of privacy con-
siderations. Often, privacy must be considered due to
legal and regulatory conditions. In addition, organizations
will build processes around incident response formats and
standards according to their strategic needs. Eventually,
these processes and not the formats themselves enforce
privacy. We plan future work on the interplay between
generic incident response descriptions and organization-
specific policies. Adapting information represented in
incident response formats will demand research efforts
on personal information and privacy-compliant behavior.
Interestingly, little is known about incident response
policies and privacy compliance measures in incident
response so far.

• Integration and use of incident response formats on
different levels are noteworthy. They will lead to further
research – first, the structural concepts of incident re-
sponse point to CTI artifacts and technologies. Here, fu-
ture work might address how to extract information from
existing formats (e.g., STIX2.1) and connect security
systems. Second, existing organizational processes yield
valuable information and can be represented by incident
response formats. This situation raises questions regard-
ing equivalent representation. Third, CTI formats and
incident response formats overlap, and thus redundancy
issues might appear. As mentioned, combined format use
can be suitable. The use and adaptation of general utility
and digital forensics formats excluded from our analysis
are also related to integration. Fourth, the use of inci-
dent response formats will change, and feedback loops
can draw insights from developed libraries, application
interfaces, and SOAR products.

We foresee the necessity to follow the ongoing standardiza-
tion development as this survey documents the current state-
of-the-art in early 2021. Continued investigation of privacy,
organizational integration, implementation, and compatibility
issues of data formats, technologies, and processes are central
to fully realize incident response standardization potentials.
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APPENDIX A
INCIDENT RESPONSE FORMAT ANALYSIS

APPENDIX B
ACRONYMS
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TABLE XI
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF INCIDENT RESPONSE FORMAT ANALYSIS RESULTS

Concept \ Format CACAO COPS IACD OpenC2 RE&CT RECAST

Aggregability Playbooks Playbooks Playbooks Limited
(commands)

Playbooks Playbooks

Categorization Playbook types N/A N/A Limited (actions) Stages Limited (CoA
type)

Granularity Workflow steps
– commands

Tasks –
commands

Workflows –
local instances

Commands –
actions

Workflows –
actions

Plays – actions

Versioning Metadata;
change
mechanisms

Limited
(metadata)

N/A Metadata Limited
(metadata)

N/A

Referencing UUIDv5s;
variables

UUIDs; IDs;
integrations

Limited (IDs;
standards)

UUIDv4s; IDs IDs Limited (IDs)

Extensibility Open
vocabularies;
STIX2.1 SDOs

N/A N/A Actuator
profiles; targets

Limited
(framework)

N/A

Readability Machine-
centered
(JSON)

Machine-
centered
(YAML)

Human-centered
(BPMN)

Machine-
centered
(JSON)

Machine- &
human-centered
(YAML/matrix)

Human-centered

Unambiguous
Semantics

Limited
(definitions)

Limited (data
types)

Limited
(definitions)

Detailed concept Limited (data
types/definitions)

Limited
(definitions)

Workflow Workflow steps Tasks Workflows Commands Workflows Limited (plays)
Actuator Targets Limited

(integrations)
Limited (system) Actuator

(profiles)
Limited
(mitigation
systems)

Limited
(context)

Action Commands Commands Process steps Actions Response actions Actions
Artifact Limited

(variables)
Arguments Limited (data) Targets Limited (data

needed)
Limited (events)

Community Limited
(technical
guidance)

Limited
(specification)

Limited
(technical
guidance)

Specification;
implementations

Limited
(specification)

N/A

Application Direct
conversion;
organizational
processes

Proxy layer High-level
guidance

Direct
conversion;
proxy layer

Knowledge base;
direct conversion

Proxy layer

Serialization JSON YAML XML JSON YAML N/A
Confidentiality TLP; FIRST IEP N/A N/A N/A TLP N/A
Authorization Impact; owner N/A Limited (human

approval)
N/A PAP Limited

(role/impact)
Prioritization Priority score;

severity
N/A N/A N/A Severity N/A
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TABLE XII
HIGH-LEVEL SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF INCIDENT RESPONSE FORMATS

CACAO COPS IACD OpenC2 RE&CT RECAST

High-level Summary

Playbook-centric
approach to inter-
organizational incident
response automation
with JSON serialization

Playbook-centric ap-
proach to incident
response automation
with YAML serializa-
tion and scripts

Framework-centric
approach to incident
response standardiza-
tion and automation
with BPMN diagrams

Command-centric ap-
proach to incident re-
sponse standardization
and automation with
JSON serialization

Framework-centric
approach to incident
response standardiza-
tion and automation
with YAML play-
books

Framework-centric
approach to incident
response standard-
ization with generic
key-value list

Benefits

Specification backed
by well-known indus-
try supporters under
OASIS technical com-
mittee supervision

Strong technological
focus supported by
community-driven
powerful open-source
integrations

Definition of three ab-
straction levels (play-
books, workflows and
local instances) and
active community

Established OA-
SIS format with a
solid documentation
including transfer
mechanisms and
actuators profiles

Recently started com-
munity project trans-
ferring the idea behind
MITRE ATT&CK to
incident response

Definition of four
information categories
(events, risks, context
and action)

In-depth coverage of
most core concepts of
incident response stan-
dardization and security
awareness

Format and use cases
related to proprietary
Cortex XSOAR solu-
tion

Structural focus
on process steps
and other minimum
requirements for play-
books/workflows with
extensive examples

Structural focus on
granular and unam-
biguous execution el-
ements indicating CTI
integration

Universal knowledge
base with scripts to
support direct conver-
sion to security prod-
ucts

Structural focus on
playbooks and plays
with 14 characteristics
of incident response
procedures

Structural focus on
workflows and organi-
zational integration ac-
companied by multiple
(technical) commands

Useful overarching
reference architecture
with sensing, sense-
making, decision-
making and acting

Recent upswing
through sample im-
plementations and
academic publication

Structural focus on
incident response
actions aligned to
stages and RE&CT
categories

Shortcomings

Missing consideration
of CTI integration
and vague low-level
artifacts of incident
response actions

Missing coverage
of security con-
cepts (confidentiality,
authorization and pri-
oritization) within the
format

Missing implemen-
tation and incident
response emphasis
within brief specifica-
tion documents

Intentional exclusion
of conditional logic
and procedural inte-
gration due to techni-
cal orientation

Response actions are
still incomplete and
lack content

Discontinued MITRE
project and unused
format

Ambitious use case def-
initions with informa-
tion sharing and digital
signing of playbooks

No format main-
tenance and wider
industry support

Local instances of
workflows and the
execution at sys-
tem level remain
unspecified by IACD

Dependent on secu-
rity system vendors
or community integra-
tions for direct use or
proxy approach

No strict separation of
structural components
as well as missing de-
tails on actuators and
artifacts

Missing integration of
organizational proce-
dures, technical im-
plementation and CTI
resources

Additional guidance
through best practices
for implementation is
needed

Blurry boundaries be-
tween the format and
technological integra-
tions with security
product targeted
scripts

Informal format spec-
ification without CTI
integration (i.e., arti-
facts) and unambigu-
ous terminology

Missing coverage
of security con-
cepts (confidentiality,
authorization and pri-
oritization) within the
format

Framework character
contrary to response
playbook (semi-) au-
tomation which de-
pends on additional
scripts

Informal format spec-
ification with limited
examples

Improvements of ter-
minology and naming
conventions possible
to foster unambiguous
semantics throughout
CACAO

Specification and doc-
umentation constitute
a major impediment to
using COPS as infor-
mation is unorganized
and limited

Informal format speci-
fication without termi-
nology and serializa-
tion schemes for val-
idation

Recommendations

CACAO could be con-
sidered when search-
ing for a more tech-
nical and incident re-
sponse focused alterna-
tive to Business Pro-
cess Model and Nota-
tion (BPMN)

COPS (and Cortex
XSOAR) could be
considered when
searching for a famil-
iar and more incident
response focused al-
ternative to Ansible
playbooks

IACD could be con-
sidered when search-
ing for a reference ar-
chitecture to structure
multiple incident re-
sponse formats

OpenC2 could be
considered when
searching for a techni-
cal, transfer-oriented
alternative to shell
commands and system
configurations

RE&CT could be con-
sidered when search-
ing for a familiar and
incident response fo-
cused alternative to
the MITRE ATT&CK
framework

RECAST could be
considered when
searching for a syn-
thesized, textual
description of incident
response

CACAO could be
adopted for SOC/CERT
processes and con-
nected with standards
of the CTI ecosystem

COPS could be
adopted for integra-
tions with well-known
security products and
if willing to commit
to Cortex XSOAR

IACD playbooks and
workflows could be
adopted for generic
procedural guidance
on incident response
actions

OpenC2 could be
adopted for integra-
tion of cyber defense
systems at one end of
an incident response
automation pipeline

RE&CT could be
adopted for guidance
and customization of
system independent
incident response

RECAST playbooks
and plays could be
adopted for human-
readable incident
response knowledge
retention
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Acronym Description

BPMN Business Process Model and Notation
CACAO Collaborative Automated Course of Action Operations
CERT Computer Emergency and Response Team
CoA Course of Action
COPS Collaborative Open Playbook Standard
CSIRT Computer Security Incident Response Team
CTI Cyber Threat Intelligence
CAPEC Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification
CPE Common Platform Enumeration
CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
CVSS Common Vulnerability Scoring System
CWE Common Weakness Enumeration
CWSS Common Weakness Scoring System
ENISA European Union Agency for Cybersecurity
IDS Intrusion Detection System
IoC Indicator of Compromise
IACD Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense
IODEF Incident Object Description Exchange Format
ITIL Information Technology Infrastructure Library
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
MISP Open Source Threat Intelligence Platform
NCISS National Cyber Incident Scoring System
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
OpenC2 Open Command and Control
PAP Permissible Actions Protocol
PURL Package Uniform Resource Locator
RECAST Resilient Event Conditions Action System against Threats
SIEM Security Information and Event Management
SOAR Security Orchestration, Automation and Response
SOC Security Operations Center
SPDX Software Package Data Exchange
STIX Structured Threat Information eXpression
SWID Software Identification
TAXII Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Information
TLP Traffic Light Protocol
TTP Tactics, Techniques, Procedures
VERIS The Vocabulary for Event Recording and Incident Sharing
XML eXtensible Markup Language
YAML YAML Ain’t Markup Language
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